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Value is finding a business solution
made just for you.
Bundle Cox Business Voice with Voicemail
and Internet for as low as $89
per
month*

If everyone else is ordering the same generic communications service, why should you?
With Cox Business, you can order it your way... black to triple mocha latte extra hot with a twist.

Call 702-939-1148 or visit
coxbusiness.com
*Offer valid until 6/30/10 to new commercial subscribers of Cox Business VoiceManagerSM and Cox Business InternetSM in Las Vegas Cox-wired, serviceable locations. Offer price includes monthly service fees for 1 Traditional VoiceManager phone
line with 10 free features plus Voicemail and Cox Business Internet 5.0Mbps/1Mbps. Minimum 2-year service agreement required. Free installation is capped at $350. Telephone modem equipment may be required. Modem uses electrical power to
operate and has backup battery power provided by Cox if electricity is interrupted. Telephone service, including access to e911 service, will not be available during an extended power outage or if modem is moved or inoperable. Cox cannot guarantee
uninterrupted or error-free Internet service or the speed of your service. Additional costs for installation, construction, inside wiring and equipment may apply. Offer does not include usage, long distance calling plans, applicable taxes, surcharges or
fees. Discounts are not valid in combination with or in addition to other promotions, and cannot be applied to any other Cox account. May require Remote Call Forwarding in some areas at additional cost. Rates and bandwidth options vary and are
subject to change. All programming and prices are subject to change. Programming may vary by location. Services not available in all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Telephone services are provided by Cox Nevada Telcom, LLC. ©2010 CoxCom,
Inc., d/b/a Cox Communications Las Vegas, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why are more
Practitioners and Physicians’ Groups
changing to Bank of Nevada?

It’s Simple:
Big Bank Capabilities.
Small Bank Personal Attention.
A Single Relationship Manager.
To make the change, contact a member
of our Physicians Banking Team at

702.248.4200
www.bankofnevada.com
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Affiliate of Western Alliance Bancorporation
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Commentary

Clean Water, Dirty Politics
Another Legislative Money Grab

When the Nevada Legislature met in special session in February to plug the $800 million
hole in the state’s budget, lawmakers were desperate to “find” enough money to fund state
programs.  Unfortunately, the Legislature’s creative accounting solutions included a blatant
misappropriation of $62 million that wasn’t theirs.  This was money that had been collected by
the Clean Water Coalition (CWC) to fund wastewater treatment in Southern Nevada.
The CWC was created in 2002 to oversee construction of an $860 million pipeline to transport treated wastewater to the bottom of Lake Mead.  The CWC collected funds for this project from developers, as well as commercial and private water users.  A typical household in
Southern Nevada pays about $8 annually into this fund.  Large commercial projects like the M
Resort, which opened in 2008, paid connection fees as high as $1 million.  
In December 2009, the CWC received a report that the Lake Mead project might not be
necessary after all, due to improvements in water treatment technology and a slowdown in
Southern Nevada’s population growth.  The CWC then had two choices: they could use the
money they had collected to fund other projects, such as capital improvements at wastewater
treatment plants or improving conditions in the Las Vegas Wash.  Or, they could refund the
money to the people who had contributed it, since it wasn’t going to be used for the purpose
that justified the original fee assessments.  At its December meeting, the Coalition voted to
wait until 2012 to decide, while they conducted more research.
By January of this year, the CWC fund had grown to more than $62 million, and it was this
money that Assembly Bill 6 seized to put into the state’s general fund.  The CWC filed suit,
claiming that the funds would be unlawfully converted from fees to taxes.  The difference between a fee and a tax was pointed out in a second suit brought by M Resort LLC, which noted,
“A tax is a generalized assessment which funds generalized functions beneficial to all, while
fees are specific assessments designed to pay for specific functions benefiting those who pay
the fee.  The legislation at issue discards the distinction and converts fees paid by a subset of
Nevadans into a de facto tax.”  Developers, like the owners of the M Resort, contributed money
specifically for the purpose of treating wastewater in Southern Nevada, but their money is now
being used to fund education, social services, interest payments, and other state expenses.  In
effect, the water treatment fees were converted into a tax that supports the debts and obligations of the state government.
The M Resort’s complaint also notes that the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
prohibits the taking of private property for public use without just compensation.  The private property (money) paid into the CWC fund was taken by the state without compensation.  
This not only affects large companies that were assessed million-dollar fees, but also smaller
companies, school districts and other public entities, as well as the thousands of Clark County
households that have paid into the fund.  
It would be painful for the state to lose this $62 million and be forced to balance the budget
again, but no matter how much it hurts, this money should be returned to the Clean Water Coalition.  They can then use it to ensure clean Southern Nevada water, or refund it to the people
who paid their fees in good faith.  To do otherwise is unfair, unjust and unconstitutional.  
If you want to show your support for this issue, please contact Chip Maxfield, general manager
of the CWC, or any member of the board, which is composed of local government representatives.  
Contact information can be found on the CWC website: www.cleanwatercoalition.com.
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Cultivating the
Dream Team
The Time Is Now

“You can’t expect your employees to exceed the expectations of your customers
if you don’t exceed the employees’ expectations of management.”
– Howard Schultz, Starbucks Coffee Chairman

Charlie Nguyen,
Director - Southern Nevada Campus

In today’s market it can become easy to be so wrapped
up in the challenges this economy presents that businessowners forget the importance of a happy, productive staff.
With so many talented individuals searching for jobs, the
temptation to not invest in a business’ workforce can be
hard to resist. However, the importance of focusing on
employees and the growth and development of a company cannot be understated. Three things are intrinsically
linked: people, environment and culture.

PEOPLE

The statement that a company is only as good as its
people rings remarkably true. A business’ workforce is
the link to its customers. That’s an important and powerful connection. Because of that link, employees can either make or break a business. When it’s viewed in those
terms, a company’s employees are the most powerful asset they have. That asset needs to be cultivated and grown
in order to ensure the business thrives.
This can be done by making sure the right people are
in the right seats, a simple idea that is often overlooked.
Take the time to evaluate employees for their strengths
and talents as well as the areas in which they need development. This will provide the tools necessary to
keep employees productive and satisfied with their work.
When hiring, this same principle applies. Take a look at
the potential employee and think about how they will fit
within the company and work with the team already in
place. Be sure to have a clear understanding of expectations and roles on both sides of the table.
Maximizing an employee’s effectiveness is something
easily within management’s reach. It’s an important part
of any company’s success and it ultimately benefits a
company’s bottom line.

ENVIRONMENT

All work and no play results in
high employee turn-over.

702.638.7279
1
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Another way businesses can cultivate employee satisfaction is through the workplace environment. Studies
have shown that one of the primary reasons employees
leave an organization is because they don’t fit into the
work environment. What type of environment does your
organization have? A company’s environment can be
seen through its employees. Is the staff engaged in their
work? Are they excited about what the company has to
offer, or alternatively, are they stressed and struggling to
get through each workday? If the latter is true, changes
need to be made. A workplace environment that allows
for fun, but is also conducive to work creates employees
who not only want to be at work, but are also productive
in their positions.
The University of Phoenix, Southern Nevada campus
has found ways to cultivate this type of environment for
its own employees. Staff members are encouraged to

bond and take breaks through games such as ping-pong
and Wii-Fit. This also has the added benefit of encouraging employees to stay in shape. These results can lead to
lower absenteeism, higher productivity and a lower turnover rate.
Creating an environment where employees are engaged in their work is a simple concept that should be
fairly easily to implement. Get creative. Come up with
ways in which each team member can feel like their contributions to the company are appreciated and their time
is valued. At the end of the day, employees will have done
more with their time for the company and be ultimately
more productive and a better link to customers.

CULTURE

The final and possibly most important aspect of linking employees to a company’s growth and development
is the company culture. It’s necessary that each team
member takes ownership and understands the corporate
vision. A company’s culture can serve as its most effective employee retention tool, or it can be the catalyst for
turn-over. Each employee needs to buy-in to the business’ values and direction. Ideally, they should be firedup about what their company is doing and what is on the
horizon. This will lead to a company that is full of talented individuals who share a vision for the business.
A company’s culture is, and should be, established by
the management team. It’s their job to encourage it and
perpetuate it among the entire staff. This shows employees that executives care about their ideas and want them
to be fully engaged in the company processes. Caring for
the employees professional and personal growth through
the company culture will lead to success for both the business and its team members. A first-rate company culture
can be achieved by giving the opportunity for individual
growth and allowing employees to use that growth to better achieve their goals within the organization.
The University of Phoenix works with many of Nevada’s top companies that have decided to make their
employees a top priority. These companies create loyalty
through educational benefits and tuition reimbursement
programs. They recognize that an educated and productive workforce directly relates to the success of their company. Corporations that have these programs in place are
in the best position to capitalize on this economy and the
challenges it presents. Investing in employees today ensures the future of the company tomorrow.
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McCarthy Building Companies
Southern Nevada is Home to America’s Hospital Builder.

W

ith more than a century of hospital building experience, no other
national construction company has been building healthcare
projects longer than McCarthy Building Companies. With
dedicated teams, and local healthcare experience, McCarthy
has constructed more than 800 significant healthcare facilities, renovated
thousands more and been consistently named on Modern Healthcare’s Top 5
list of leading healthcare construction management companies.
More impressive than these numbers is how McCarthy has earned the distinction of being America’s Hospital Builder. Working hands-on with a full
staff of preconstruction and construction healthcare experts, McCarthy utilizes
the latest technology, seasoned in-house estimators, schedulers and mechanical and electrical personnel to develop accurate budgets based on preliminary
designs and provide value engineering to the owner.

McCarthy
Services Utilized:

Banner Thunderbird Medical Center
Glendale, AZ

a Building Information Modeling
a Clash Detection
a Virtual Mock-Ups
a In-house MEP Experts

Utilizing Experience and Technology

Hospital renovations both large and small can be complex in design and
scope, creating the challenge of maintaining a pristine and safe environment
for patients within a fully functional hospital. Recently, McCarthy’s abilities
were put to this test during construction of the Banner Thunderbird Medical
Center expansion. McCarthy adapted a “stealth” approach to construction on
the $180 million, 470,000-square-foot tower, ensuring uninterrupted patient
care and patient, staff and visitor safety.
As part of the renovation, construction workers had to access nine different
areas of the hospital. Through effective planning, the construction crews never
accessed those areas through the hospital’s interior. Instead, crews entered via
exterior windows using scaffolding or built aesthetically-pleasing soundproof,
false walls in order to keep construction activity concealed.
BIM technology also played a key role in the successful delivery of Banner
Thunderbird. McCarthy is at the forefront of this technology that is changing
the delivery of healthcare remodels and additions, enabling them to be completed faster and safer while ensuring accuracy and quality standards are met
or exceeded.

Taking Renovations to New Heights

McCarthy continues to set the standard for healthcare facility construction
across America. Construction of Houston’s M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
presented a challenge that McCarthy had to literally “rise above.” This unique
expansion called for a 12-story vertical addition to the existing 12-story tower
that was already operating at more than 100% capacity.
Adding floors to an existing
and fully-operational building
in and of itself is not really much
of a challenge for McCarthy,
however when you’re working
in a dense area as was the case
with this project, finding a place
for the large boom crane took
creative and strategic thinking.
With all sides of the hospital
surrounded, the team decided to
drop the crane down an existing
elevator shaft, one section at a
time, then bolt it to the floor and
build up 12 stories around the
crane.
With
over
50 construction
Building
projects currently
a hospital
underway, Mcon top of
Carthy is coma hospital.
mitted to being
your builder of
choice. Whether
renovation, modernization, or
new construction… McCarthy
delivers certainty. Having constructed over $10 billion worth
of healthcare facilities, McCarthy continues to set the standard
for healthcare facility construction across America. Striving
MD Anderson Cancer Center
Houston, TX
to build a better solution, every
time, every day.

www.mccarthy.com/lv
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Progress Report
By Jessica Santina

W

hen Education Week published its Chance-forSuccess Index in early 2010, Nevada, again, drew
negative attention for its low scores—adding to a
pile of bad news that has many Nevada educators,
legislators, businesses and economic development
experts seriously questioning the state’s future.

By the Numbers
Within the index, which tracks key education indicators and
grades states on their policy efforts and outcomes, Nevada places
last with a score of D+ (the nation as a whole scores a C+). The state
also falls last in its high schoolers’ attainment of diplomas, at just
47.3 percent, and second-to-last for its percentage of 18 to 24-yearolds enrolled in postsecondary education, at 39.2 percent.
It’s tough news for Nevada, which has been trying to diversify
its economy and grow high-level, high-paying jobs. Not to mention
the individual rewards; according to The College Board, college
grads statistically earn higher incomes, vote more often, enjoy better health outcomes, have lower rates of incarceration, have higher
rates of volunteerism and overall enjoy a higher quality of life than
their non-grad cohorts.
Meanwhile, Nevada has suffered worse than 48 other states in
The Great Recession. Cuts to the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) totaling 13 percent were made in the 2009-2010 biennium, and while schools were still reeling, an additional 6.9 percent
was taken in the February 2010 special session.
8
9
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So where is higher education in Nevada headed? What do these
cuts mean to a state that for years has fought the taint of poor rankings
in education, and how can we diversify our economy in light of them?

Cutting to the Bone
As NSHE Chancellor Dan Klaich explains, the 6.9 percent cuts
mean trimming roughly $45 million more from the system’s budget, and those cuts will be allocated proportionally throughout the
system.
“It’s difficult for me to overstate the impact these cuts will have
on our state,” he said. “We are already way behind the curve in
the number of degrees produced at all levels. We know the state
and the economy we’re trying to develop requires more degrees.
At the same time, we’re trying to diversify the economy away from
gaming and service-level jobs. You can’t do that without a strong
educational system. I appreciate the need to balance the budget, and
that you can’t spend what you don’t have. But the cure here, I think,
is going to be worse than the disease.”
With 28,000 students enrolled, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas is the largest institution of higher education in the state, and thus
bears the brunt of the budget cuts. University President Dr. Neal
Smatresk puts it in plain terms: UNLV has lost nearly one-third
of its state-funded budget, with cumulative cuts over the last two
years totaling $58 million. Ten percent of the faculty has been lost,
and over 1,000 classes have vanished from the course schedule. Yet
UNLV has rolled with the punches surprisingly well.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

“We’ve become incredibly efficient—not
that we’ve wanted to be—and we’ve managed to maintain service levels despite the
cuts,” said Smatresk. “But it’s not fair to
argue that we’ve maintained all our quality, because we’ve had to use up instruction
time, increase class sizes and cut services.
We did it in a way that was thoughtfully
calculated to produce the smallest impact
on students. I almost think that was a mistake, because I think the public believes we
weren’t really hurt.”
UNLV has made big cuts to the dental
and medical schools, as well as athletics, student affairs, career services and the faculty
development and training center. Other core
departments will be on the chopping block.
“Now we’re losing arms and legs,” he said.
What he now fears is tuition losses resulting from those cuts; if 2,000 students opt to
go elsewhere due to a lack of courses, that
calculates to a loss of $10-$12 million in tuition dollars.
With 17,000 students, the University of
Nevada, Reno is coping with a cumulative
two-year reduction of $55 million. University President Dr. Milt Glick says that after
the first $44 million cuts, most changes
affected administration and support structures. “With this additional $11 million, you
can only take so much out of the support
structure before academics can’t function
effectively,” said Glick.
Vertical cuts on the table include the
elimination of programs within the College
of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural
Resources (CABNR), all degree programs
in languages other than Spanish; divisions
of the College of Education; and the entire
interior design program.
“It will affect our ability to draw or retain
faculty, which is why we’re doing vertical
cuts. We’ve lost some key faculty in the past
month, so we’re very concerned about that,”
Glick added.
Nevada’s one and only state college hosts
approximately 2,600 students, 75 percent of
whom are transfers. More than half are over
25, and nearly all are working adults and
breadwinners, making NSC highly representative of national trends. With small enrollment numbers and workforce-targeted
May 2010
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programs, NSC’s cuts will be a relatively low
$1.2 million, but still painful, says College
President Dr. Fred Maryanski.
“We’re reducing staff by eliminating vacant positions. We’ve been preparing for
this downturn in the budget for a while and
haven’t hired many faculty in the last two
years,” said Maryanski.
Meanwhile, NSC is experiencing record
enrollment growth; its student population
has grown 20 percent over last year, which
makes hiring freezes painful.

Where’s the Growth?
Enrollments are growing everywhere. Although their numbers are still comparatively
low, there are more college students enrolled
in Southern Nevada than ever before. Community college enrollments, in particular,
have skyrocketed, which is likely due to their
affordability, flexibility and workforce development programs; enrollment is up by 7
percent, or 2,700 students, over last year at
the College of Southern Nevada alone.

10
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“Education is counter-cyclical,” explained
Klaich. “It’s typical that when the economy
worsens and people are losing jobs, we see
people return to college.”
Fortunately, the educational bright spot
seems to be the growing number of options.
Private colleges are thriving.
The University of Southern Nevada is
an independent not-for-profit school whose
focus is on healthcare, pharmacy, nursing,
healthcare administration, an orthodontics/
MBA residency program and, soon, a doctoral program in dentistry. President Dr.
Harry Rosenberg says that USN designs programs that ensure feasibility and workplace
relevance, and offers the only pharmacy program in Nevada; as such, state budgets are of
little importance.
Rosenberg sees private institutions as
the future of higher education in Nevada.
“There’s a limit to what the state can appropriate for education, and especially with
healthcare reform, additional responsibilities will be placed on the state,” Rosenberg
said. “As states get larger and more mature,
you will see a complementary private educational system. In California, there are a large
number of private institutions, many quite
well renowned. I think it’s just that Nevada is
catching up; it’s a natural evolution to have a
private complementary system.”
The University of Phoenix, which has
roughly 180 U.S. campuses, as well as many
around the globe and numerous online programs, has gained tremendous traction capitalizing on students’ desire for choice and
scheduling that fits into a working adult’s
lifestyle. Southern Nevada Campus Vice
President/Director Charlie Nguyen says
that the University of Phoenix’s enrollment
growth has been steady and strong for at least
the last ten years.
“I think the budget cuts have impacted us
a little bit as some of the programs we offer are being cut at public universities,” said
Nguyen.
The Northern Nevada campus director
and territory vice president for the University of Phoenix, Kathy Gamboa, says some
of the growth they’ve experienced is due to
the University of Phoenix’s ability to create
programs based on demand.

“Because we’re a for-profit, we can be
more proactive about change,” said Gamboa. “The state came to us about a year and
a half ago about the problems they were seeing with retirement benefits, and how teachers were being affected. They expressed a
need for more special education teachers,
and asked us to put together a special education program. So we were able to work with
the deans and put a program in place that the
state felt met the needs of the educational
system and those teachers.”
Kathy J. Cunningham, the Las Vegas
Campus Director for Regis University in
Green Valley, says her campus hosts about
250 students, with programs that specialize
in bachelor’s and master’s degrees for business, education and liberal arts targeted toward working adults and career-changers.
Cunningham says Regis has experienced
a 35 percent increase in enrollment during
this budget year. Regis also enjoys a transfer
agreement with CSN, which enables students
to complete three years at CSN and complete
the fourth year with Regis to earn their bachelor’s degrees.
“Because of the amount of people here
with low levels of education, the concept of
higher education hasn’t been valued here as
much as in other states in the Midwest or
East Coast,” said Cunningham, adding that
job losses and dwindling industries are finally driving a turn-around in this attitude.
At National University, which features
programs in business, public administration,
education, counseling/psychology, and nursing at the bachelor’s and master’s level, there
are 1,000 students enrolled, with the majority of growth being in nursing. Associate Regional Dean Tracy McMurry says that while,
again, budget cuts don’t affect National University, the school is responding by enhancing its scholarship and financial aid offerings
to make it more affordable for students who
might not otherwise have considered a private education in this economy.

Affordability is an Issue
Klaich suggests that much of the state’s
higher education struggles are monetary.  
“We’re near the bottom in terms of the finanwww.NevadaBusiness.com
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cial aid we provide to men and women attending college,” he said, adding that the burgeoning Hispanic population may not have
the financial ability to attend college. “I think
there’s a misconception that in some of those
communities, there isn’t the same culture of
valuing education that many more affluent
communities have. It’s not the case. We’re
simply not providing those men and women
the ability to get a higher education.”
According to Sharon Wurm, the NSHE
Director of Financial Aid, Nevada’s aid offerings aren’t adequate. “We do a calculation
each year of unmet need, which compares
the students who apply with those who receive aid,” said Wurm. “Our unmet need for
2008-09 is $183 million. That’s how much
students had to make up on their own with
private loans, work-study, etc. So we’re still
short quite a bit.”
That’s why, says Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs Jane Nichols, everyone’s so worried about the Millennium
Scholarship.
The Governor Guinn Millennium Scholarship Program has helped fund education
for more than 59,000 Nevada high school
graduates since its inception, and has been a
boon to college-going rates in the state. Currently, more than 21,000 take advantage of
the program. The merit-based scholarship
provides approximately $25 million in disbursements each year; without it, Nevada’s
aid offerings would be “the bottom of the
barrel,” said Nichols.
Yet the source of the funds, tobacco settlement monies, has been steadily decreasing.
Additionally, the legislature recently decided
to eliminate the transfer of $7.6 million to
the Millennium fund from the Unclaimed
Property Program, and to transfer $5 million from the program to the state’s General
Fund—in short, a net loss of $12.6 million.
State Treasurer Kate Marshall worked with
legislators to arrange a transfer of $200,000
into the fund to cover its bills through 2011.
But without funding, the class of 2011 will
not receive it.
“I see this current financial blow as sending a message to Nevadans that it’s going to
be more difficult to go to college, and more
expensive,” said Nichols, who worries the

message this will send is that college is even
further out of reach. “My fear is that, regardless of reality, the public perception that
comes out of all this may set us back 10 years
in terms of people understanding they can
and need to go to college to build Nevada.”

It’s the Economy, Stupid

wound up in it. “The state needs to invest in
education,” said Klaich. “And they need to
believe that it is an investment that will turn
around and help diversify the economy.”
Many authorities concur, including Bob
Cooper, Economic Development/Redevelopment Manager for the City of Henderson.  
“One one hand, I can cite many different
programs here that are outstanding, which a

The decades-old tagline still rings true
here in Nevada, and education is tightly

Continues on page 41
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Feature Story

Vision, Dreams & Reality
Nevada’s
Most Influential
Citizens
By Jennifer Rachel Baumer

N

evadans can be born and raised in
the state, or can come from half
the world away to find their home.
Once here, Nevada becomes a
part of most people’s lives in short
order, and many want to give back.
Nevada Business Magazine asked readers to nominate those Nevadans who have
had a significant impact on our state. The 12
individuals chosen are leaders in their fields
who have weathered our economic storms
and worked to diversify and strengthen the
economy, to regulate chief industries, to guide
Nevada into a healthy future, to provide necessities, improve healthcare or make sure we
get from here to there on time – and so that we
remember what happens here, stays here.
12
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The following 12 individuals are farthinking, clear-sighted and pro-Nevada.
Each has made significant contributions to
our state.

Krys Bart
President/CEO,
Reno-Tahoe Airport
Authority
Krys Bart has seen the airport through
tough economic times, continuing to bring
4 million travelers a year into Northern
Nevada even through the downturn. Under
her leadership the Air Transport Research
Society has twice named Reno-Tahoe International Airport the fifth most efficient in

the country, and the Airports Council International has named its aviation education
program the best of any airport in North
America.
John Farahi, CEO, Monarch Casino
& Resort, Inc., was on the airport board
when Bart was brought onboard from
San Jose International Airport. “Immediately she started making decisions,” Farahi said. For years there had been debate
about moving the Air National Guard
facility within the airport, a move that
would have cost $100 million. Bart came
onboard, analyzed the situation and realized the airport didn’t need to spend that
kind of money. The facility stayed where
it was.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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“Very early on [in the recession] we saw
a slight downturn and took very aggressive
action. We cut programs and eliminated
positions associated with those programs,
we froze all other vacant positions. We
negotiated salary freezes with all four bargaining units at the Airport Authority and
the management team stepped up as well
so for 18 months everyone had salaries frozen literally two years ahead of the country,” said Bart. But even in good times Bart
manages as if it’s bad times – a strategy
that’s paid off.

Bob Cashell
Mayor, City of Reno
Bob Cashell moved to Reno two days
after his wedding and has made Nevada
his home ever since. He’s been successful
as chairman of the board of directors of
Cashell Enterprises, a hotel/casino company.
He started in public service in 1979
when he was elected to the Nevada System
of Higher Education Board of Regents and
promptly elected chair. In 1982 he became
Governor Richard Bryan’s lieutenant governor and while working with Governor Bryan they created the Nevada Commission on
Economic Development and the Nevada
Commission on Tourism. Cashell served as
chairman of both commissions. He’s also
served as chair of the Nevada Comprehensive Health Planning Board and Nevada
Museum of Art.
Cashell was elected mayor in 2002 and
again in 2006. Despite the economic downturn that’s stalled redevelopment in downtown Reno, Cashell said he’s seen a lot of
success in Reno in the short time he’s been
mayor. “We’ve got the white water rafting
course, we’ve addressed homeless issues
and seen a new courthouse built.” About
Reno he said, “I love the people here. I’ve
been here since I got married 46 years ago. I
fell in love with the area and the people – as
long as you work hard and are honest with
the people here, they’ll step up and help. If
you lie to them, they’ll run you down the
street.”

Oscar Goodman
Mayor, City of Las Vegas
One of the most recognizable mayors in
the country, Oscar Goodman’s been working for Nevada since 1964. He and his wife
arrived in the city with $87 between them
and went on to live the American dream
in the entertainment capital of the world.
Goodman’s had the alpha and omega of
criminal defense, he said, representing
reputed mobsters, judges and alleged murderers in his practice before becoming the
19th mayor of Las Vegas.
The mayor has served as chairman of
the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors
Authority and started Oscar’s Political
Action Committee to promote and protect
Las Vegas’ interests. But his biggest influence, he believes, has been on downtown
Las Vegas redevelopment.
“It was critical in the sense that when
I was first elected it was beginning to resemble a war zone,” said Mayor Goodman.
“The first signs of blight were becoming
evident with boarded up windows in downtown office buildings and professionals like
lawyers and bankers were moving to the
suburbs.” With the help of Mayor Goodman, the city is building Symphony Park
which will include the 350,000-square-foot
Smith Center for the Performing Arts and
The Lou Ruvo Brain Institute.

Early detection is vital. No
matter what your imaging needs
are, we provide fast, accurate
diagnosis and treatment using
the most advanced technology
available.

Samuel McMullen
Partner,
Snell & Wilmer, LLP
Sam McMullen is a fourth generation
Nevadan from a ranching family who says
Elko is in his blood. A lawyer and lobbyist, he graduated from UNR and has a law
degree from Georgetown University Law
Center. McMullen has a 30 year career here
working in legislative advocacy, policy development and project implementation
in Washoe and Clark Counties. He’s also
worked on water issues around the state.

702.759.8600

www.desertrad.com
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Over the years McMullen has worked
on healthcare issues, the foreclosure crisis, energy and telecommunication reform,
economic diversification and workers’
compensation issues. In addition he’s been
president of the Northern Nevada Gaming
Industry Alliance and chair of the Greater
Reno-Sparks Chamber of Commerce Public Policy Committee.
“I have a long track record of working
on tax and revenue issues and working on
the budget, basically trying to make sure
that there is some sense of how we fund
and control the budget in terms of things
we can do and things we can’t do given
various circumstances we [are experiencing],” said McMullen.
“Nevada is in my blood. I think it’s got
wonderful potential. I’ve watched it grow
and I believe it can become so much more.  
If we look at what we’ve created just within the space of my lifetime, we’ve really
built something beautiful and powerful
here and I think we can do good things in
Nevada for a lot of people.”

Jim Miller

President/CEO,
Renown Health

Jim Miller actually came to Nevada because he knew he could make a difference
here. In healthcare for 30 years, he’s been
with Renown for 20, and was named CEO
in 2000.
“When I came to Reno I came because
I thought it was a wonderful opportunity
to make a difference in the community,”
said Miller. “When I took the role as CEO
here, I felt the same way. There was such
potential to make changes, like finding
ways people could stay in town for care.”
Miller’s working to find ways that people facing serious illness can remain in
town, with friends, family and the support
system they need. “More than 50 percent
of people who wind up at a hospital arrive
there as the result of an emergency,” Miller
said. “They don’t expect it, it needs to be
done – and it needs to be done here.”
Toward that end he’s been driven to put
14
15
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together services that allow people in Reno
to stay in Reno for their care, including the
enhanced chest pain center and TomoTherapy Hi-Art® and Da Vinci® Robotic
Surgical System which allow state-of-theart cancer treatment without ever leaving
Northern Nevada. The hospital has also
initiated a healing garden, a child’s healing
garden and the children’s ICU.  

Patricia Mulroy
General Manager,
Southern Nevada
Water Authority

Some Nevadans come from far away.
Patricia Mulroy came from Germany to
get her masters at UNLV. Southern Nevada
became her home. “I love its vitality, I love
its energy and I love its positive outlook,”
she said.
Mulroy became general manager of the
Southern Nevada Water Authority in 1989.
She was principal architect of the Water
Authority, which has served as a model for
other western water authorities since its
creation in 1991, and oversees Las Vegas
Valley Water District operations.
Mulroy has chaired the UNLV College of Sciences Advisory and Board and
served on the Nevada Public Radio Board
of Directors, she’s the original chair of the
Western Urban Water Coalition and she
served on the Colorado River Water Users
Association board of directors.
Looking ahead, Mulroy anticipates Nevada will share resources with the Colorado River community and work with
Mexico to build desalination facilities.
She believes solutions to water shortages
in the west require rethinking how water
resources are moved around. She also believes in creative thinking: perhaps one
area’s flood control project is another community’s water resource.
“I’ve always felt water’s the issue that
rises in the state of Nevada very quickly.
Water resources in a dry state are an added burden. Leadership and education are
needed in this field. That’s what will make
the difference between Nevada having a
future and Nevada not having a future.”

Julie Murray
President/CEO,
Three Square Food Bank
The newest food bank in the Feed America Network is Three Square which opened
its doors in December 2007, just as the recession fully hit. Unemployment was still at 4
percent in the Southern Nevada community
so there was time to gear up before the food
bank distributed 10 million pounds of food
in the first year and 17 million in the second,
under Julie Murray’s guidance.
Murray’s lived in the valley since she was
six, graduated from UNLV with a masters in
communications and raised her children in
the valley. “It’s important to me to contribute
to the [community] and it’s upsetting to see
Nevada ranks top in unemployment, suicide
and home foreclosures and at the bottom for
philanthropy and volunteerism and collaboration.” For her part, Murray is co-founder
and co-sponsor of the Las Vegas “I Have a
Dream” Foundation and serves on the board.
She’s also past president of the board of Las
Vegas Fire and Rescue Foundation, which
she also helped found.
“I’ve got deep roots in the valley and I feel
our community has so many inspirational
and creative thinking business and nonprofit
leaders, I believe we just need to connect a
little better across the valley to help one another and support each other so we can get
off the lists of highest unemployment and
foreclosures and lowest in philanthropy and
volunteerism,” said Murray.

William J. Raggio
Senator
Senator Raggio feels privileged to have
served both as Washoe County District
Attorney for 18 years and on the Nevada
Senate since 1972. He’s worked tirelessly
through all the changes in the state as Nevada developed, straight through the period
where this was the fastest growing state in
the nation.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Some changes have driven him to work
even harder. The last few legislative sessions he’s worked to try and pull lawmakers together.
“I never wanted to get into politics. I
didn’t intend to get into politics. No one
in my family was in politics. Then I became DA because I enjoyed that aspect
of the criminal law process and as a result of that I got into politics,” Sen. Raggio said. During his tenure he’s seen the
process change from spirited elections of
the 1970s to a partisan and uncivil process full of venom and hate. Treating
compromise like a four letter word gets
in the way of seeing other points of view,
he said, and he continues to try bringing
both houses together.
What drives him to work for Nevada is
that it’s home. “I was born here so I’ve got
deep roots,” he said. “Some of my family
go back as far as the mid-1880s. It’s the
love of the state that drives me and I want
to see us grow and prosper and see development taking place.”

Frank Schreck
Shareholder/Partner,
Brownstein Hyatt
Farber Schreck
Frank Schreck is a native Nevadan with
gaming in his blood. A lawyer at Brownstein
Hyatt Farber Schreck, he’s a Yale graduate
who attended Bolt Law School and who has
worked tirelessly in Nevada on gaming issues through a nearly 40 year career.  
Schreck’s also been involved in Nevada
politics for most of his career. After taking
government and history in high school from
Michael O’Callahan, he wound up working
with Governor O’Callahan who appointed
Schreck to the Nevada Gaming Control
Board. Not only was Schreck the youngest person ever appointed to the board, at
that point he was the only Democrat appointed. At the time, Schreck, then 27, was
also working pro bono civil rights cases
in Southern Nevada, working to integrate
schools and working with cases that eventu-

ally resulted in the Nevada ‘s fair housing
act. Schreck’s stayed involved with politics,
working with campaigns for governors Bryan, Miller and Guinn. He’s also helped craft
many of the state’s gaming laws.
“I love Nevada and there’s nowhere else I
care about living,” said Schreck, whose activities also include community service. He’s
on the board of the Hospice Foundation, and
has held leadership roles in the International
Association of Gaming Attorneys.

Billy Vassiliadis
CEO/Principal,
R&R Partners
What happens here, stays here. It’s a logo
that’s been riffed and repeated since the
day it was first heard and it’s been effective
for Las Vegas. Created by R&R Partners, a
statewide Nevada advertising, public relations and government affairs company, it’s
Continues on page 40
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Fear is not a part of Anthony A.Marnell, III’s vocabulary.
When it comes to making decisions, his single-minded
focus is relentless—he goes “all in.” Las Vegas insiders
call him “a visionary,” “the next-generation Vegas player,”
and “a new Vegas mogul.” With the opening of his M
Resort on March 1, 2009, Anthony is already living up to
these titles.
Anthony was on the verge of a professional baseball
career as the catcher for the Las Vegas Stars, the AAA
team for the San Diego Padres, when a shoulder injury
sidelined that dream. But Anthony didn’t let that stop him.
He surprised everyone by starting a software company,
TRIRIGA, which helps companies manage large real estate
holdings and rental portfolios. Although Anthony continues
to provide his strategic vision to TRIRIGA as Chairman, it’s
the M Resort that has captured his imagination most
recently. Teaming up with his father, architecture and construction genius Tony Marnell, on the $1.8 billion project,
Anthony continues the family’s longstanding commitment
to innovation. With its non-reflective floor-to-ceiling windows, open-air environment, and breathtaking piazza
waterfall, they have created a resort destination like no
other. Visit www.theMresort.com to learn more.

Holland & Hart is proud to serve clients such as the M
Resort because we, like them, constantly strive to provide
innovative solutions for our clients.
Holland & Hart is the largest law firm based in the Mountain
West with nearly 450 attorneys in 15 offices across seven
states and Washington, D.C.

Contact: Greg Gilbert, gsgilbert@hollandhart.com, 702-669-4620
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy, 10th Floor, Las Vegas, NV 89169

www.hollandhart.com

Tim Lukas, tlukas@hollandhart.com, 775-327-3000
5441 Kietzke Lane, Second Floor, Reno, NV 89511
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W

ith so much focus being
placed on government
spending,
partisanship,
budgets and taxes, elected
officials find themselves
even more in the spotlight than usual.  Recently, elected officials representing Nevada
met at the law offices of Holland & Hart in
Las Vegas to discuss some of the issues they
face.
Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada
Business Magazine, served as moderator
for the event.  These monthly meetings are
designed to bring leaders together to discuss
issues pertinent to their industries.  Following is a condensed version of the roundtable
discussion.

What is the public
perception of elected
officials?
Kim Wallin: I think right now there is a

sentiment amongst voters that if you are in
office, you should be kicked out whether
you are doing a good job or not.  That’s a
real concern to me, that voters will not go
and get educated to find out if the people
that have been representing them are doing
a good job or not.  They just want to vote
people out.  You need to look at what people
18
19
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and they understand that we address their
fears and believe in us personally, then the
general atmosphere will dissipate a little bit.
Bob Cashell:   People just have a distrust
of government right now and it’s really a
shame.   I’ve got a very high approval rating, but yet when I go out beating on doors,
some of them get very ugly.  I don’t know
whether we as elected officials got out of
touch with some of them, but it’s a tough
thing to get back involved in it.  Real tough.  
I think some of it has to do with the economy, but I think they’re just tired of what’s
going on.  They don’t feel that at the national level we’re being told the truth and so that
washes down with all of us in the state and
local levels.  They just don’t think we’re being honest with them.
Mark Menendo:   People are afraid right
now.  In my district, I walk before election,
are doing and not just automatically assume after election and during election.  I try to do
that if you’re in office you’re doing a bad all I can to keep in touch.  You go to neighjob.  I’ll admit that there are some that are borhoods and you see foreclosed homes,
doing a bad job, but by and large, I think, people are losing their money and they’re
people are doing a good job.  The best job trying to figure out how to balance their own
we can.
budgets.  At the same time, they’re worried
Mike Schneider:  Every year I go out and about the education cuts that we just did
help campaign for people and it’s just very again at the legislature.    They’re worried
volatile out there in the neighborhoods.   about whether or not they are going to be
You come across foreclosed homes, I guess able to put food on the table because they
there are 40,000 vacant foreclosed homes in don’t know if they’re going to have a job
Las Vegas right now, bank-owned.  So, the next week.  It is so widespread and it’s not
people are angry, they’re just angry.  They just the economy, but it’s the bigger picture.  
really don’t know what they’re angry at, but It’s the whole education.  They’re fearful of
you see the ads on TV saying Titus will be their future for their kids.  They’re fearful of
thrown out and Harry Reid will be thrown their own future and their own family.  As
out if they vote for some bill and it’s making far as the sentiment, there are some legisthem angrier.  They have no idea what’s in lators that actually shut off their legislative
the bill or how legislation works but they’re e-mail and I don’t understand that.  You get
just angry.
an e-mail and you follow it up with a door
Ellen Spiegel:   I’ve been going out and knock, people appreciate that.
talking to constituents as well.   The thing
that’s interesting is as soon as you start engaging people and speaking with them and
talking to them about their concerns, a lot
of the anger seems to dissipate.  It doesn’t
matter what party people belong to because
I knock on everybody’s door.  I represent everybody and what I was finding was that as Wallin: I have concerns about term limits
we engaged and started talking about the is- because there are going to be so many new
sues, people’s anger was melting a little bit.   people coming and they’re all gung ho sayIf we engage people on a one-to-one basis ing, “I can make a difference and make

What are some of
the positives and
negatives to term
limits?

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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these changes.”  I have concerns that there’s
not going to be enough senior people there
to mentor these people along and help them
out.  You can’t just go in there and things get
changed overnight.
Schneider:  Over the years since I’ve been
in, I’ve seen politicians over promise and
under deliver.  They think that they can go
in and make all these changes and set the
course right.  Everything is so simple.  It’s
not simple to make these changes and
they’re almost impossible to change.  I think
that we, as politicians, especially the new
ones coming in, overpromise and it’s not really their fault.  Our government is designed
to move slow.  It really is, government can’t
move fast.  It has to move slow because you
don’t want these big sweeping changes all
the time.  It’s a very tedious process and it’s
hard to change how things go.
Spiegel:  I actually thing term limits are a
good thing.  At some point you get people,
and I’m in my first term, so my opinion
might change over time, but you do get
people who say things like, “We tried that
20 years ago and it didn’t work” or “We’ve
tried that in the past.”  Ideas will just get shut
down because it didn’t work for whatever
reason in the past, except Nevada isn’t the
same Nevada it was 20 years ago.   We’ve
grown a lot, industries have changed, our
economy has changed, our infrastructure
has changed and sometimes we need to have
fresh eyes looking at the same issues, but
perhaps slightly differently.
Schneider:  We have term limits.  The Assembly forever has had almost 20 percent,
up to a third turnover, every time.  So, you’re
getting term limits in there.   The Senate’s
been a little slower on term limits.
Ross Miller: I don’t personally agree with
term limits, but if the public feels that
strongly about them being in place, then they
should have them.   If they’ve overwhelmingly decided that, left to their own devices,
they don’t trust their ability to throw people
out and this is the only way to get rid of entrenched politicians, then they should be allowed to exercise that right.  That was the
tough decision I was faced with when I had
to issue the challenges defending term limits
last cycle was this personal conflict.  What

30 or 40 percent of the people show up to
vote and then term limits, it just makes others that much lazier so they don’t go vote.  
We’re having such a turnover.  

What are the realities
of being in office?
Cashell:  I’ve never seen the viciousness that

it came down to was the fact that the public
had overwhelmingly voted to put term limits
in place and I felt it necessary to defend it.  
Cashell:   I think that we as citizens have
the right to vote.  But, when you only have

I’ve seen in the last two sessions of the legislature.  It’s scary to see how vicious people
are and what they’re doing.  A lot of it has to
do with our own ego and it really bothers me
when I see what’s going on over there and
the way they talk and act to each other.   
Schneider:   I think a lot of this partisanship started in D.C. and it’s come out to the
states now.   They don’t get together with
each other.  Caucuses have caused a lot of
that.  I’ve noticed that in the Senate over the
years.   You get together with Democrats,
Republicans get together with Republicans
and you don’t interact.  A lot of that is really bad because you can’t exchange ideas.  
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It used to be you’d go out and have a glass
of wine at night and the lobbyists were there
and everybody would sit around, Democrats and Republicans.  Pretty soon the lobbyists are gone and you sit there and you
work things out, get along, get to know each
other.  Now, everybody goes to their apartment and hides and they don’t interact with
each other, so there’s no free flow of ideas.
Cashell:   Then people don’t want to be
washed out in the newspaper every afternoon

or on TV every night.  When you’re in public
life, it’s unbelievable.  I’m so paranoid about
doing something that somebody said, “Why
do you raise money, you don’t have a good
opponent?”  It costs about $15- to $20,000
dollars a year to go to all the dinners that
everybody expects you to be at and all the
functions you’ve got to do.  You have to raise
an exorbitant amount of money, whether you
have an opponent or not.  Businesses used to
invite you to go to dinner.  They don’t invite

Life is full
of tough choices

w w w. ra n d o co. co m
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you now.  If they do, you’re scared to go with
them.   If you go with a bunch of lawyers,
then, there are the lobbyists, they’re trashing
you the other way.
Schneider: I’ve also noticed that when I
first got to the Assembly, you ran, then the
session is over and nothing happened until
the next year.  Now, the session is over in
June and by the end of June, the Chamber
of Commerce is calling, AGC is calling.  
They want to know who you have running
and who they’re supporting and they want
to go meet your candidates.  You’re still trying to come down from the session and you
haven’t even thought about who’s going to
run. And, oh, by the way, we can’t get anybody to run anyhow.  Who’s going to run
for the $7,800 or whatever we get paid every
other year.  It’s hard to get people to run.

What is the price to
get in and stay in
office?
6787 Spencer St.
Las Vegas, Nevada
89119
702.895.9322
www.randoco.com
933 Wall Avenue
Ogden, Utah
84404
801.627.1403

Cashell:  It’s real expensive.  When I ran my

first campaign for the Board of Regents at the
university, I was amazed it cost me $250- to
$300,000 and I’m sitting there thinking this
is ridiculous.   I ran a statewide race and it
didn’t cost me but $300,000 and now it’s just
ridiculous.  We used to be able to go out and
throw barbecues and do things like that.  It’s
very expensive with TV, newspaper, radio
and everything else you’ve got to do now.  
Anybody that signs up against you, as far as
I’m concerned, once they put their name on
that ledger right next to me, I see a big old
rattlesnake looking me in the face and I’m
going to get prepared.  I don’t care if I know
I can beat him.  Just as soon as I get comfortable and sit back, I’ll get my ears cleaned.
Schneider:   I have my license plates on
my car and people at the grocery store will
stop me and say, “I’d like to get one of those
plates.  How much does that cost?”  I say,
“Oh, about a half a million dollars.”  It’s half
a million dollars and every afternoon and
all day on Saturday knocking on doors.  My
first assembly race was about $35,000, now
to run for the State Senate, it’s a quarter of a
million dollars.
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Miller:  It’s awfully expensive.  I think the

thing that most people don’t think about
in terms of the public perception is, it’s
very time consuming.   It’s taking away
from the time that we could ordinarily
be spending on the people’s business.  A
million dollars doesn’t just magically appear in your bank account.   You’ve got
to be actively out there and make phone
calls and meet with donors.   Ultimately
it’s time consuming and because the races
are so expensive, it becomes very disconcerting to the public when they see that
these races cost so much money because
they look at is as perceived influence.  
Unfortunately, in Nevada, we’ve got some
of the worst campaign finance laws in the
entire country.  That isn’t beneficial either.  
If there was a better model out there, I’d
definitely be in favor of moving towards
it.  The easiest, I think is to move towards
more transparency, something we fought
for in the last couple of legislative sessions.  There’s just no good reasons not to
implement the kind of reforms that I think
are necessary.

killer for the older legislators that are in.  
When they’re gone, it’s going to change.
Wallin:  I don’t have anything to hide, so I file
electronically.  Whereas people, I think, purposely file on paper because they can kind
of scribble and you don’t really know who it
is.  I’d like to see us go to a point where if we
filed electronically, we could also go and tie
the campaign contributions into contracts.  
That would be true transparency.

In Brief
Nevada will receive $23.4 million to turn
around its lowest achieving schools through
the School Improvement Grants program. The
funds are part of the $3.5 billion that will be
available this spring from money set aside in
the 2009 budget and the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).
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How can more
transparency be
achieved?
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Miller:  The easiest thing that needs to be

changed is to require that our campaign expense reports be filed electronically so that
they are searchable in a database.  There are
no good reasons for that not to happen.  It’s
done on a federal level.  You can search by
donor, by street address.  With technology
out there, it’s probably the simplest step to
lead towards transparency.  All the outside
groups that come in and give Nevada “F’s”
cite that as the biggest reason, that Nevada
does not mandate electronic file.  It’s an excuse to say that it’s burdensome to require
electronic filing or that they don’t have access to computers to be able to file these
things.  It’s just an excuse to not move forward and I don’t think we can afford to do
that today.
Schneider:  I think that changes as the older legislators retire.  The technology is the
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“DO WE DO GOOD WORK?

Just ask our clients.”
Your business is not just a job. It’s your
livelihood. Your passion. That’s why we
take your success seriously. We don’t
just crunch some numbers and send
you a bill. We meet, talk, listen, learn,
analyze and advise. We work with you
directly to develop strategies, and
solve problems. Whatever you need to
succeed. We can help.
Curt Anderson, CEO &
Ronnie Sloan, President

Around The State

New Tax Benefits Aid
Employers
Two new tax benefits are now available
to employers hiring workers who were
previously unemployed or only working part
time.  The provisions are part of the Hiring
Incentives to Restore Employment Act
(HIRE).  Employers who hire unemployed
workers between Feb. 3 of this year and Jan.
1, 2011 may qualify for a 6.2 percent payroll
tax incentive.  Additionally, for each worker
retained for at least a year, businesses may
claim an additional general business tax
credit of up to $1,000 per worker when they
file their 2011 income tax.

Visit falcpa.com or call 702.870.7999

Gas Price Spikes Affect
Nevadans More than
Most
Nevada ranks 35th most vulnerable in the
United States to gas increases.  If gas prices
spike like they did in 2008, the percent
of Nevada families’ income spent on gas
would jump from 3.54 percent to 5.9 percent
according to the Natural Resources Defense
Council.

State Energy Office
Seeks Renewable
Energy Proposals
The Nevada State Office of Energy (NSOE)
has issued a Request for Proposals for
renewable energy projects.  Applicants may
apply for a minimum of $200,000 and a
maximum of $1,645,000.  Loan terms will
be less than 15 years with an interest rate of
three percent.  For more information and full
rules, contact the NSOE.
22
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What inspired you to get into banking?
When I was in college, I got a job as a
teller at a local bank and really enjoyed the
people. After I graduated, I had the chance to
join a bank’s management program and that
was the start.
Describe your leadership style.
I’ve always believed in the importance of
surrounding myself with the best people,
giving them the tools they need, and
recognizing key performers.
If you had the chance to be in a different
line of work, what would that be?
I love to travel, so probably a travel guide – or
maybe a wine taster.
What lesson do you feel has been
invaluable to you in your business?
The importance of attitude and preparation.
Attitude affects everything about your work –
your team, your initiative, and your judgment.
And preparation, so that you can make the
best contribution and are ready to take
advantage of opportunities when they arise.
What values do you hope to pass on to your
employees?
Honesty and integrity, the importance
of doing the right thing, hard work and
teamwork.
If you could change one thing in your
industry what would it be?
Reducing the massive volume of reporting
requirements.

Bruce Hendricks
Chief Executive Officer
Bank of Nevada
Las Vegas, Nevada

Number of Employees: 437
Years in Nevada: 41
Years with Company: 10

What advice would you give to other
executives moving into this market.
Get engaged in the community to be part
of the solution and future. Be prepared for
change and to meet challenges.
What do you anticipate for the future of
your industry?
In our market, there will be continued change
in our industry, but looking forward, there will
still be opportunities for all sized banks to
grow and prosper.
If you could say one thing to the next
generation, what would it be?
Remember the importance of being there in
your relationships: Listen more, tweet less.
May 2010
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SPECIAL REPORT

By Jeanne Lauf Walpole

W

hat a difference a year makes in comparing
this year’s City of Reno Special Report with
last year’s. Although the economy was certainly in the doldrums a year ago, these past 12
months have taken an even greater toll on business and economic development in Reno. As the city continues to grapple with significant shortfalls in basic revenues, it
expects to cut around $35 million from the 2010-2011 budget
in coming months, which could result in as many as 300 more
staff being laid off. “The economy is just ugly now,” laments
Mayor Bob Cashell.
The affects of the recession are especially noticeable in
downtown Reno where several flagship developments are mired
in financial problems. Although Cashell says West Street Market will be viable, the project isn’t making enough money to
cover its lease. Considered a redevelopment jewel just a year
ago, the city spent around $1 million to turn three 1920s brick
buildings on West Street into a funky hangout of shops, eateries and entertainment. The project has struggled since opening
last year, however, with just a small percentage of spaces having been fully leased. Further complicating the situation is a
$350,000 grant that may have to be returned if not enough jobs
are created along with lease payments that would need to be
paid if the city shuts it down. “Redevelopment doesn’t have a lot
of money at all,” Cashell says. As the city mulls over its options,
at the time of this writing the fate of the project was still not
known.
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On hold also for lack of funding and demand is 30,000
square feet of retail development planned for the Retrac Cover
which overlays the sunken Union Pacific Railroad tracks for
several blocks downtown. Aside from covering the open trench
full of trains rolling by, the cover was lauded for adding useable space and beautifying what could otherwise be an eyesore.
Not far from the Retrac Cover, the elephant in the living room
continues to be The Montage, with its 22 stories of glass and
concrete promising a chic, urban lifestyle to purchasers of its
380 condominiums. As the largest vertical residence in downtown, its size alone commands attention. With less than half
the units sold, however, it has teetered through several financial
crises and seems unlikely to be able to offer in the near future
some of its planned amenities, which include a Ruth’s Chris
Steak House on the property. On the other hand, the residential
rising star in downtown is the Palladio which has managed to
navigate choppy financial waters to within just several units of
full occupancy.

Reno Aces
Although Reno had been a revolving door for semi-professional sports teams for years, the Reno Aces changed all that
when they arrived in town last year. Formerly the Tucson Sidewinders, the Triple-A team quickly took up residence in its new
state-of-the-art stadium just several blocks from the casino action on South Virginia Street. Team owners SK Baseball borwww.NevadaBusiness.com

Your Economic Engine Awaits
With enough power to transport over 102 million pounds of cargo and 4 million passengers
per year, Reno-Tahoe International Airport continues to provide economic lift for you, your
business and our region.
Today, there are more than 140 daily arrivals and departures to and from Reno-Tahoe on
seven airlines, keeping all kinds of destinations open for doing business. Hassle-free
parking, up-lifting concessions like La Brea Bakery and Peet’s Coffee & Tea, and
complimentary Wi-Fi internet services keep you and your business running
smoothly while you’re away from home and out of the office.
When it comes to doing business, it’s you and Reno-Tahoe
International Airport. And up we go… together.

reno-tahoeairport.com
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rowed all the best ideas from other stadiums around the country to build a mini
major league park fans have fallen in love
with. Emphasizing that a trip to the ballpark is a total entertainment experience,
SK has carefully crafted a winning combination that has been enthusiastically embraced by locals and tourists alike.  “We’re
constantly taking feedback from our fans
and we’re continually focused on improving our product,” says T.J. Lasita, vice president, baseball operations/communications.
“We never get complacent. We’re always
looking to be a premier source of affordable entertainment.”
Considered a cornerstone in downtown
development, the Aces unquestionably
earned its gold stars the first year by attracting 466,000 fans to the downtown
area. The economic impact is much larger
than that, however, as hundreds of fulltime, seasonal and construction jobs have
also been created. The project continues to
evolve with the opening in April of three
new restaurants and the 250 Lounge in the

surrounding Freight House District. “We’re
dedicated to providing Reno with a great
source of fun, affordable entertainment,”
Lasita emphasizes.

Gaming
Considered the goose that lays the
golden eggs, gaming for many years was
the principal economic driver of the Reno
economy. Beginning with the legalization
of casinos in Atlantic City three decades
ago, however, the longstanding gaming monopoly that Nevada had enjoyed for years
started to slide economically in the face
of competition from not only New Jersey,
but Indian gaming, riverboats and lotteries. With gaming revenues ever shrinking,
economic movers and shakers continue to
wrestle with how to improve them while
seeking new sources of money.
Although the Peppermill Hotel Casino
Reno, Atlantis Casino Resort & Spa and
John Ascuaga’s Nugget (all outside the
downtown Reno core) have recently spent

millions in renovations and improvements,
Cashell says the downtown properties are
in need of upgrading. To better meet competition, he also suggests joining forces
across the area. “Hotel casinos need to look
at this place as a region. They need to work
together. It’s no longer just Sparks, Reno
or Washoe County,” he explains. Because
beefing up gaming still may not do the job,
many economic developers emphasize the
need for finding new sources of revenue.
“We’ve got to diversify,” says Chuck Alvey, CEcD, president and CEO of the Economic Development Authority of Western
Nevada (EDAWN). In recognition of its efforts to diversify, Reno has been saluted by
the Geothermal Energy Association (GEA)
for its potential and success in marketing
the city as a geothermal center.
Bearing the heavy burden of still providing services to residents of Reno despite falling tax revenues, Cashell insists
that other sources of taxation need to be
found. “Gaming has been ridden pretty
hard,” he says. With gaming unable to fill

Congratulations Robert Larkin and Michelle Palaroan!
University of Phoenix, Northern Nevada
Campus congratulates Robert Larkin
for completing the Doctor of Business
Administration (DBA) and Michelle
Palaroan for completing the Doctor of
Education in Educational Leadership
(Ed.D.) from University of Phoenix’s
School of Advanced Studies.
PHOENIX.EDU/NORTHERNNEVADA
10345 Professional Circle, Ste 200
Reno, NV 89521 | 800.220.5516
University of Phoenix is accredited by The Higher Learning Commission and is a member of the North Central
Association (ncahlc.org). The University’s central administration is located at 4615 E. Elwood St., Phoenix, AZ
85040. Online Campus: 3157 E. Elwood St., Phoenix, AZ 85034. © 2009 University of Phoenix, Inc. All rights reserved.
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the glass as full as in the past, it seems
that government entities will soon have no
choice but to change tax structures. “Our
city and state need to re-address how we
raise our money. Sales and property taxes
need to go up a bit,” Cashell says. “We
have to stabilize our tax situation and
define what local government should be
doing.” To more efficiently use resources,
Cashell also says that government entities
can make greater use of consolidation, citing examples of having regional instead of
neighborhood park responsibilities along
with combining IT, personnel and animal
control departments.

Recruiting
Meanwhile EDAWN continues to go
about its job of recruiting new business
to the area. Despite the recession, the
advantages of living and doing business
in Northern Nevada haven’t gone away.
Its abundance of outdoor recreation, cultural offerings, access to markets and
business-friendly tax structure still make
it an attractive location. “The best advantage is its market location,” Alvey says.
“Twenty-two out of 25 companies look at
our proximity to California.” It also helps
that because of its quality of life, Reno
was named among the top 25 best places
to live in the April issue of Men’s Journal
magazine. The Aces ballpark, Riverwalk
District, Artown and outdoor recreation
were listed as some of the specific reasons
why the city was singled out. Alvey also
says that the area’s jobless rate could actually be a selling point in attracting prospective businesses. “Our high unemployment rate gives us an available workforce.
It’s an opportunity,” he explains.
Although the number of inquiries has
slowed, EDAWN has simply renewed its
efforts in spreading its message. “Companies are still distressed over what’s
happening at the state and federal level,”
Alvey says. Any of those distressed businesses could be a candidate for relocation
to the Reno area. In ramping up their efforts, EDAWN has conducted campaigns
with e-mail blasts, such as “We’re Serious

About Manufacturing” and “We’re Serious About Clean Energy.” While a single
e-mail won’t immediately lure a new business, it’s part of a continuing process to
educate candidates about the advantages
of the Reno area. “It’s a slow process, but
there’s a lot of positive support here,” Alvey explains.
So far this year, Intechra, a national
electronics recycler is the only company
to have relocated to Reno. Its processing
center will bring 60 jobs and have an economic impact of $4.4 million in tax revenues and employment. At the end of last
year, SK Food Group and Secure Storage
Technologies LLC arrived in Reno bringing around 85 jobs and having approximately a $30-million economic impact.
EDAWN is busily working the street,
however, with around 155 contacts in various stages of process, as they reach out to
clients that represent manufacturing, clean
energy, business financials and logistics.
As education suffers cuts along with
everything else, Cashell and Alvey worry
about the affect those cuts can have on
economic development. With a looming
threat to the supply chain management
program at the University of Nevada,
Reno (UNR), Alvey says efforts are underway to find private sources of funding
to save this important logistics program.
“Major cuts in education have discouraged some people,” Cashell says. Some
comfort might be taken from the fact that
Nevada is hardly the only state to have had
to cut services, however.
Much like war veterans who’ve been
through it all, Alvey and Cashell have
fallen back and regrouped to do their jobs
based upon the cards that have been dealt
them. “Did you ever look the alligator
in the eye?” Cashell asks. They still believe passionately in the economic future
of the Reno area, but approach current
problems with the wisdom that perhaps
things may have to be done a little bit differently from now on. “We talk ourselves
into being sicker than we are. Too many
people are being negative,” Alvey says.
“The attitude needs to be that we can get
through this.”
May 2010
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Racing to the top,
or running in place?

Winning federal money doesn’t

mean you’ve improved education

L

ast year, President Obama and
Education Secretary Arne Duncan introduced Race to the Top
(RTTT), a competition for $4.5
billion in awards to states for
adopting serious education reforms — in
areas like charter-school support, teacher
evaluation and fixing low-performing
schools.
At the end of round one, Delaware and
Tennessee were the only two winners,
most notably beating out Florida. This
surprised many education reformers,
since achievement growth in the sunshine
state has been the nation’s most impressive. Florida’s Hispanic, African-American and low-income students, for example, all tie or outscore Nevada’s statewide
average for all students on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
fourth-grade reading exam.
Even before round one ended, Nevada’s
hopes of winning some of the remaining
$3.9 billion in round two were much in
the news.
But if Nevada does apply, serious problems exist. First, RTTT scoring appears
arbitrary. One reviewer penalized Florida,
simply asserting — contrary to fact — that
“[Florida] is closing its achievement gap,
in part, by letting the top flounder.” Actually, even among Florida’s most proficient
students, achievement continues to grow.
28
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Second, scoring is biased in favor of
big political promises — not results. Indeed, improving student achievement
merited a mere 30 points out of 500. Participating in creating, and then promising
to adopt, the controversial Common Core
standards was worth 40 points, while acquiring school-district, union and other
“stakeholder” support garnered 70 points.
Ironically, for Nevada this may be auspicious, as the state hasn’t really demonstrated an ability to significantly improve
student achievement. Promises — true or
empty — and union support may be all
the state can offer.
Indeed, making big promises, writing a clear proposal and having union
support are the name of the game. Delaware and Tennessee had the support of
100 percent and 93 percent, respectively,
of local bargaining units. Florida had
the support of just 8 percent. This cost
Florida second place — and hundreds of
millions of dollars.
RTTT also appears to deemphasize
charter schools and teacher evaluations.
Charter-school laws in Delaware and Tennessee do not surpass Florida’s. In fact,
according to the Center for Education Re-

form, Tennessee’s charter-school laws are
worse than Nevada’s.
Additionally, of the 16 finalists only
four, including Florida, promised to create meaningful teacher-evaluation systems using student testing data. Delaware’s teacher-evaluation proposal actually would let teachers set their own goals
for students — making the evaluation
meaninglessly subjective.
Finally, Common Core standards are
problematic. While they are worth 40
points on the application, no evidence
suggests that they improve student
achievement. Even national-standards
supporter Sandra Stotsky, of the University of Arkansas, has found the Common
Core math and English standards to be
weaker than those in California — a state
that performs worse in K-12 education
than Nevada.
To education reformers, Race to the
Top has been a major disappointment.
All the good reform ideas Duncan and
Obama talked up turned out to be completely deemphasized by the round-one
results.  
Race to the Top, so far, has been an exercise in wasted time and effort.

Patrick R. Gibbons is an education policy analyst at
the Nevada Policy Research Institute.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Get your products and services
in front of nearly 2,000 new customers
Experience the Art of Business

At World Market Center Las Vegas

Exhibit spaces now available
•
•
•
•

Exhibit booths start as low as $525
State-of-the-art exhibit hall offers free wireless for all exhibitors
200 exhibitors on hand, including food and beverage sampling
Free and convenient parking

Wednesday, June 23
World Market Center Las Vegas - Building C
495 S. Grand Central Parkway, Ste. 2203
Exhibits are open Noon – 5:00 p.m.
For information, to download a Business Expo registration form or to learn more about becoming a member
of the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce visit www.lvchamber.com or call 702.641.5822.
Must be a Chamber member to exhibit at Business Expo.
Business Expo Sponsors:

KL0410NBM

Business Expo Partner:
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All Digital / Web Accessible Provider

24 hours a day
7 days a week

Mobile X-ray
Ultrasound
EKG/Holter Monitoring
PICC Line Insertion
Radiology Staffing
Film Duplication Digitization
Consulting

Services Provided At: Skilled Nursing Facilities, Assisted-Living,
Group Homes, Private Homes, Correctional Facilities
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Rooting for the Good Guys
Lending in Nevada

W

ith so much negative commentary in the
print and broadcast media about the banking industry, it’s easy to miss the fact that
over 8,300 traditional, FDIC-insured banks
and their more than two million employees
are serving towns and cities across the country, committed to
helping their communities thrive.
Lending typically declines in recessions.   In this recession, however, lending by FDIC-insured banks has actually
increased.  Yes, there are individuals and businesses that have
not been able to obtain a loan.   That may be because their
cash flow or collateral positions have changed.   Or because
bank examiners are looking more closely at every loan—especially ones involving real estate—which is what happens in
every economic downturn.  Bankers are accustomed to close
scrutiny.  They expect examiners to analyze their operations
based on standard banking principles, the most basic of which
boils down to one question:  “If I lend you this money, will
you pay it back?”
Traditional bankers get paid when people repay their loans.  
But there was a different standard in play in the run-up to the
housing collapse and subsequent economic meltdown.   The
vast majority of subprime, no-doc loans were made by entities outside of the traditional banking industry.  These loans
were originated by individuals with no stake in the transaction who were compensated on the basis of the number of
deals done, not whether they were repaid.   
The members of the Nevada Bankers Association believe
that Congress should enact regulatory reforms, including the

elimination of “too big to fail,” determining a process for resolving institutions that pose the greatest risk to the economic
system, and strengthening cross-agency oversight of financial
institutions and markets so signs of risk can be identified and
addressed at the earliest possible point.   But it must be reform that is effective and does not impose crushing new and
overreaching regulations at a time when traditional banks are
helping their communities deal with a still-fragile economy.  
The proposal for a new Consumer Financial Protection
Agency—one more huge, expensive government agency—
looms as the worst of both worlds, harming traditional banks
while exempting from oversight many of the entities that were
responsible for the toxic loans and need to be reined in.   If
reform punishes the good lenders—the ones at the heart of
the nation’s economic recovery—and lets the bad ones go untouched, the nation’s communities will pay the price.  
The focus on the small number of bad actors has caused
many to lose sight of the good that the banking industry, its
8,300 banks and millions of employees are doing every day.  
We worry that the leadership many of these banks provide in
towns and cities across the country through loans, volunteer
service and financial investments is in jeopardy if financial
reform is not done well.  We also worry about bank customers
if the federal government decides to help them balance their
checkbook.   That’s the kind of “consumer protection” that
this country can’t afford.

Bill Uffelman, President & CEO, Nevada Bankers Association a
Member of the Alliance of State Bankers Associations
May 2010
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Building Nevada

ARCHITECTS
& ENGINEERS
By Patricia Martin

Digging Deep
to Weather the
Recession

W

hen Robert Finnegan recalls some of those first
bleak weeks of the Great
Recession at his engineering
firm, he can’t help but remember the initial
eery paralyzing effect the economic crash
had on his entire staff.

Robert
Finnegan

Directing Principal,
FEA Consulting Engineers
“We   all just sort of sat there with our
hands folded looking at each other and wondering   aloud, okay, now, what do we do,”
said Finnegan, president and co-owner of
Finnegan Erickson Associates, d.b.a. FEA
Consulting  Engineers, Las Vegas.
Indeed, it’s   been a gut-wrenching two
years for engineering and architecture firms
in the Silver State. Like countless others during these wretched economic times, players
in these two sectors were forced to hand out
pink slips, freeze benefits and cut operating
expenses at levels they never thought possible.  At FEA, for example, Finnegan and his
partner, Boyd Erickson, laid off more than
half of their workforce, which now totals 32
employees, down from 86.   
May 2010
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“Never in our 20-year history ... did we
ever have to let anyone go,” Finnegan said.
“We’ve had valleys and peaks before. But
nothing like this. It’s been really hard-hitting.
Some of the country’s best firms simply shut
down,” he said.
At Lumos & Associates Inc., an engineering firm based in Carson City, the employee roster shrunk from 160 workers to 70.  
Poggemeyer Design Group Inc., which has
operations in the West and Midwest, scaled
back to 160 employees. That compares with  
a pre-recession staff of nearly 300. Poggemeyer’s Las Vegas office, the firm’s Western
division headquarters,  currently has 30 employees, a 40 percent drop from the good old
days before the economy tanked.
“That percentage is typical in Nevada,”
said Michael Holloway,  managing principal
of Poggemeyer’s Western region.  Holloway,
who also serves as current Vice Chair of the
Nevada State Board of Engineers and Land
Surveyors, attended a recent meeting where
participants were asked if they were feeling
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that degree of pain. “75 to 80 percent raised
their hands,” he said.
If architects had been in attendance,
things wouldn’t have played out much differently.   “Last year was pretty much a free-fall
for everyone,” said J.F. Finn managing director of Gensler of Nevada.
Nationwide, Gensler slashed its staff of
3,100 employees to 2,400, a 35 percent reduction.  The fallout at its Las Vegas office
has been relatively minor since the company
has a policy of moving workers to and from
multiple offices around the globe on an asneeded basis. Its Las Vegas operation currently has 50 employees, just 6 shy of its prerecession permanent staff.
“We’ve always had the ability to shift people
around,” Finn said. “So we’re not as severely affected as others. But we still took a hit.”  
Smaller players like WorthGroup Architects, which has offices in Reno, Las Vegas
and Denver,  cut its staff some 15 percent and
now has 30 employees. The downturn forced
Dekker Perich Sabatini Architects of Las Ve-

gas to pare its workforce from 210 employees
to 165. The Albuquerque, N.M.-based firm
also has operations in Amarillo, Texas.

Surviving the Storm
Nevada’s engineering and architecture
firms have been some of the hardest hit in
the country. Several factors are cited for this
including the state’s non-diversified economy and an out-of-date tax base which has
relied too heavily on impact fees alone. The
latter results in state coffers that aren’t flush
enough to fund much needed public projects
that benefit both Nevada residents and businesses, especially in tough times like this.
“We’re the last-place state when it comes
to infrastructure funds. That makes a downturn like this one even worse,” Poggemeyer’s
Holloway said. “Nevada’s been dependent on
the growth-fuels-growth mentality, and that
simply isn’t sustainable.”
Several factors will help to ease that pain
somewhat, including dollars generated by the
recent passage of the Capital Jobs Bill (SB5),
which is expected to create some 12,000 direct or indirect jobs this year. The bill extends
a slight sales tax used on road construction
and lifts a restriction on gasoline taxes generated in excess of $7.5 million. The monies
collected by the latter will be distributed to
regional transportation commissions in several Nevada counties including Washoe and
Clark.  
“It will help get projects out on the streets,”
said Poggemeyer’s Holloway. “It’s won’t enable us to get back to the heyday, but it’s better than nothing,” he said.
Despite a lot of political nay saying regarding the federal stimulus package,   the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
is also playing a role in easing architects’ and
engineers’ pain. The state was awarded $1.3  
billion for infrastructure projects. As of December 2009, Nevada received $410 million
of that package. It’s estimated those monies
have created approximately 3,107 jobs.
Charles Macquarie, CEO at Lumos &
Associates, cited several public projects in
Northern Nevada that probably wouldn’t
have gotten built without stimulus funds
including a multi-use project in Truckee
www.NevadaBusiness.com
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and sewerage treatment facility in Goldfield. Some of  Lumos’ public clients include Washoe County RTC and Eureka
and Lyon counties. Its public entities like
these that have helped Lumos weather the
storm.
“We’ve had long-standing public clients
that have helped to sustain us,” Macquarie
said. “Although, we’ve noticed there are a
lot more firms competing with us now, than
in the past.” Macquarie said his firm transitioned from a 45-percent public-sector
business mode to about 80 percent since the
downturn.
Christopher Larsen, managing partner of
Dekker Perich Sabatini, cited several public
projects that are helping to provide some
needed business for his firm as well. Those
include a project at Creech Air Force Base,
Indian Springs, and a housing project for
staff at Death Valley National Park. Federal
monies are also behind the firm’s Wetlands
Nature Center in Clark County. Ground for
the project is expected to be broken this
quarter.
Aside from public projects, Nevada firms
are seeking shelter form the storm by focusing more heavily on out-of-state business.
Fred Graham, principal at WorthGroup
Architects said it’s been gaming projects at
Indian reservations in Oklahoma that have
helped keep his firm afloat.  
“We’ve actually been pretty fortunate. One
large gaming project kept us busy through
the first of the year. And we’re working out
the details to build other (gaming) properties
there as well,” said Graham. “We’ve become
more aggressive when it comes to networking with groups we’ve never had contact with
before. Just being able to establish those relationships takes time,” he said.
Finn said Gensler decided to capitalize
on slower times, in part, by revisiting former
projects of long-term customers. The strategy has paid off for both parties involved.  
“We’ve gone back to a lot of the clients we
designed for and said we can help you with
operating efficiency and cut operational costs
even further,” Finn said. “We reexamined
the ways people used space ... and companies were able to cut costs (up to) 20 percent.
That’s a huge savings,” he added.

Meanwhile, there’s been an uptick in
Gensler’s international business, which includes projects in Russia, China and the
Middle East. “It’s not steep, but it’s steady.
Things are definitely ramping up in the hotter markets,” Finn said.

Green Lining for
Silver State Firms
If there’s been any upside to Nevada’s
economic crisis, one could point to the increasing number of businesses incorporating more green, energy-efficient and costeffective ways of doing business into daily
operations. It’s been a point well taken by
the masters of  design themselves, who admit
that flush times can often lead to an in-house
complacency regarding operating expenses
and employee-relations.
“I never even knew what our power
bill was in the past 20 years,” said FEA’s
Finnegan. “Now I know exactly what it is
every month,” he said.
Finnegan said his firm’s aggressive inhouse energy audit resulted in an annual
savings of some $14,000 on its power bills.
Some of those savings came from implementing simple common sense weatherdictated practices like opening and closing
windows and doors at appropriate times
In addition to reining in energy costs,
firms have been able to pare expenses by replacing gas-guzzling trucks, used for onsite
checks, with more fuel-efficient cars and hybrids. Others renegotiated leasing contracts
for heavy equipment, or opted to find smaller, less expensive machinery for field work.
”We completed energy audits on all our
facilities...which resulted in a lot of commonsense cutbacks,” said Lumos’ Macquarie.
“It’s not a magic bullet, but it has helped.”

There’s been a lot more lending of hands
in-house as well. Employees and owners don
a lot more hats and in a much more congenial manner than in pre-recession times. “We
all realized we had to step up our game and
all pitch in,” said Dekker Perich Sabatini’s
Larsen. “We don’t take each other for granted. The recession’s made us a stronger, more
cohesive group.,” he said.
Despite clear signs the nation’s economy
is   recovering, the remainder of   2010 still
looks pretty grim for Nevada. Experts cite
the state’s high unemployment rate, nearsilent construction industry and tight credit
as reasons for another tough year.
In the meantime, engineers and architects
say they will continue to dig in their heels
and remain optimistic that better times aren’t
as far down the road as once imagined.
“There is light,” said FEA’s Finnegan. “In
the words of  (best-selling author) Dr. Bernie
Siegel, ‘Refusal to hope is nothing more than
a decision to die.’ We all just have to keep
wearing down the soles of our shoes and
continue to push harder.,” he said.

Moving Forward
Quieter times have also prompted some
firms to provide front-end services at little
or no cost to long-standing clients. “We hope
there will be a pay back on the back end,”
said Gensler’s Finn. “We do that with clients
we’ve had a long history with.”
May 2010
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service to the company’s 45,234 SF
customer service center. The warehouse project marks Korte’s third
tenant improvement project for Cox
Communications and is expected to
cost over $850,000. The project is located at 985 Trade Dr.

PROJECTS
Las Vegas, 89119
Office

The Korte Company is nearing completion on a 6,640 SF tenant improvement project for The Las Vegas Specialty Surgery Center. The improvement includes operating rooms as
well as pre-op and post-op stations.
TKC Design P.C. was the design-build
architect for the project. The center is
located at 1569 E. Flamingo Rd.

Las Vegas, 89121
Office

Martin-Harris Construction has
completed work on the Church of
Scientology and Celebrity Centre
renovation as well as the addition of
a small building. JMA Architect Studios was the executive architect for
the 35,200 SF project. The building
is located at 2761 Emerson Rd., near
Eastern and Desert Inn.

Fallon, 89406
Office

Shaheen Beauchamp Builders has
begun work on a dental office tenant
improvement for Wild About Smiles,
Dr. Perry Francis. The 2,000 SF project
is expected to open on June 1st . The
dental office is located at 2152 Williams St.
36
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Regency Centers’ Deer Springs Town Center

North Las Vegas, 89084
Retail

Regency Center’s Deer Springs Town
Center, a 517,370 SF shopping center, has achieved LEED certification
for Core and Shell by the U.S. Green
Building Council. The project has
been developed by Regency Center
and is anchored by Target, Ross, The
Home Depot and Staples. The project is located at N. 5th St. and the I-215
Beltway.

North Las Vegas, 89030
Industrial

The Korte Company is nearing completion of a tenant improvement
project for Cox Communications. The
warehouse will include a 10,000 SF office and conference room reconfiguration. Additionally, the construction
company is nearing completion of a
1,012 SF expansion of Cox Communications’ service yard which provides

SALES
North Las Vegas, 89030
Mixed-Use

Harris Real Estate Nevada, LLC purchased a 10,000 SF industrial building and a 7,800 SF office building
on 2.6 acres of land from Denbeste
Nevada Properties, LLC for $1.5 million or $84 PSF. The buyer was represented by Dean Willmore, SIOR of
Prudential | IPG Commercial Real
Estate and the seller was represented by Hayim Mizrachi, Jarrad Katz
and Gina Gamble of Prudential | IPG
Commercial Real Estate. The property is located at 2439 Losee Rd.
APN # 139-15-801-007

Henderson, 89014
Office

ProMotion purchased a 5,740 SF office building from Galleria Corporate Centre Building 17 for $350,000
or $61 PSF. The seller was represented
by Charles Moore, Christina Roush
www.NevadaBusiness.com

and Marlene Fujita of CB Richard Ellis. The property is located at 375 N.
Stephanie St., Building 17.
APN # 178-09-520-041

Las Vegas, 89147
Office

JC Landholding, LLC purchased
1,700 SF from McNicholas Properties, LLC for $275,000 or $162 PSF.
The seller was represented by Dana
Berggren, LEED AP of Prudential
| IPG Commercial Real Estate. The
property is located at 9179 W. Flamingo Rd., Suite 110.
APN # 163-20-117-015

We Are Growing
While most are shrinking,
NAI Las Vegas is growing.
Ask us why.
One Globe…One Nation…One Team
Build on the power of our network.™

Call or Visit Us Online | 702.796.8888 | www.NAILasVegas.com

Silver Creek

Las Vegas, 89183
Office

Vegas Group, LLC purchased the
43,226 SF Silver Creek office complex from Silver Creek Office 1, LLC
for $2,750,000 or $64 PSF. The buyer
was represented by Ned Zivkovic,
Tina Taylor, Andy Glinski and Jacob Steele of Marcus & Millichap.
The property is located at 9708-9848
Gilespie St.
APN # 177-28-516-002 et al

Las Vegas, 89118
Retail

Challenger School purchased 17,221
square feet from BB & T Bank for $2.6
million or $151 PSF. The seller was
represented by Charles Moore and
Marlene Fujita of CB Richard Ellis.
The property is located at 5150 N.
Jones Blvd.
APN # 163-25-210-000

Sponsor a Hero Today!

Sponsorships are now available in any of the ten Healthcare Hero cateogries:
Administration • Care Provider • Educator • Community Partner
Humanitarian • Entrepreneur • Innovator • Non-Profit
Technology/Research • Lifetime Achievement

Contact a sales representative at 702.735.7003
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Henderson, 89014
Industrial

Bailes Family Trust purchased 33,724
SF from AML Development II for $5.9
million or $175 PSF. The buyer was represented by Jeff Berg, Mica Berg, Ron
Berg and Eric Tumbleson of NAI Las
Vegas. The property is located at 1710
Whitney Mesa.
APN # 161-32-710-026

Las Vegas, 89146
Multi-Family

DLSRP, LLC purchased the 50-unity
Casa Salvatori Apartments from Quality Property Asset Management, LLC
for $1,450,000 or $29,000 per unit. The
bank REO property was purchased in
an all cash transaction. The buyer was
represented by Patrick Sauter of The
Sauter Companies. The property is located at 5001 El Parque Ave.
APN # 163-01-707-002

Las Vegas, 89118
Vacant Land

George Chamin purchased 2.06 acres
from a private trustee for $350,000 or
$4 PSF. The buyer was represented by
Gina Perry of Heritage Realty Co. and
the seller was represented by Blake
Payne of NAI Las Vegas. The property
is located at Post and El Camino.
APN # 163-35-701-009

LEASES
Las Vegas, 89118
Office

Republic Mortgage Ventures subleased 7,536 SF in the Beltway Business
Park from Wyndam Vacation Ownership for $455,024 on a 54-month lease.
The tenant was represented by Joe
Desimone of First Federal Realty and
the landlord was represented by Michael
Dunn, CCIM, SIOR and Alex Hayden of
Commerce Real Estate Solutions, Cushman & Wakefield. The property is located at 6795 Edmond St., Building 2, Suite
220. Reported monthly rent is $1.10 PSF.
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Las Vegas, 89147
Office

T-Mobile West Corporation leased
10,930 SF from MMC Properties, LLC
for $997,505 on a 63-month lease. The
tenant was represented by Darren
Lemmon of CB Richard Ellis. The
property is located at 4175 S. Riley St.
Reported monthly rent is $1.45 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89102
Retail

Buybacks Entertainment leased
4,000 SF from PK Sale, LLC for
$432,000 on a five-year lease. The
landlord was represented by Scot
Marker of Colliers International.
The property is located on the southeast corner of Decatur Blvd. and Sahara Ave. Reported monthly rent is
$1.80 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89113
Retail

Water Wings Swim School leased
4,500 SF at Crossroads Plaza Shopping Center from Birkeland Family Delaware, LLC for $581,830 on
an 88-month lease. The tenant was
represented by Susan Shafshak of
Re/Max Excellence.
Additionally,
RPV Enterprises leased 4,700 SF in
the Crossroads Plaza Shopping Center for $299,033 on a 63-month lease.
The landlord in both transactions was
represented by Michael Kammerling
of Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas. The
properties are located at 4955 S. Fort
Apache Rd., Suites 102-104 and 4985 S.
Fort Apache Rd., Suite 105. Reported
monthly rents are $1.47 PSF and $1.01
PSF, respectively.

North Las Vegas, 89081
Industrial

Xtreme Green Products leased
33,750 SF from EJM Development for
$682,764 on a five-year lease. The tenant was represented by Amy Ogden
of Prudential | IPG Commercial Real
Estate and the landlord was represented by Spencer Pinter of Colliers
International. The property is located at 2191 Mendenhall Dr., Suite 101.
Reported monthly rent is $0.34 PSF.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

North Las Vegas, 89081
Industrial

Big Time Vending, LLC leased 6,400
SF from Western Commercial Holdings for $27,456 on a one-year lease.
The tenant was represented by Brent
Thompson of Realty Executives of Nevada and the landlord was represented
by Linda Gonzales of Prudential | IPG
Commercial Real Estate. The property
is located at 4040 Lone Mountain, Suites
F & G. Reported monthly rent is $ 0.36.

Las Vegas, 89115
Industrial

Tekna Office Systems, LLC leased
10,560 SF from Orange County Business Bank for $67,000 on a two-year
lease. The tenant was represented by
Mel Koich, Joe Leavitt and Chris Lexis
of Lee & Associates and the landlord
was represented by Xavier Wasiak of
Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas. The property
is located at 6226 E. Tropical Pkwy. Reported monthly rent is $0.26 PSF.

Coming in June
Special Report | NAIOP
Feature Story | Trail Blazers Nevada’s Oldest Companies
Feature Story | Mining
Industry Roundtable | Technology
Building Nevada | Retail Market
TopRank | Professional Services

Call 702.735.7003 to reserve your space!

nevadabusiness.com

Las Vegas, 89118
Industrial

Las Vegas Premier, LLC leased 11,149
SF in the US Industrial Park from Gelobter Family Trust for $219,645 on a fiveyear lease. The tenant was represented
by Susan Borst, CCIM and Bill Walsh
of Commerce Real Estate Solutions,
Cushman & Wakefield and the landlord was represented by Bryan Houser
of Albright Callister & Associates. The
property is located at 5225 S. Valley View
Blvd., Stuies 3-6. Reported monthly rent
is $0.33 PSF.

Las Vegas, 89139
Industrial

UBC Enterprises, Inc. leased 5,756 SF
from La Costa Canyon, LLC for $115,014
on a 38-month lease. The landlord was
represented by Michael Lyons and Benjamin Millis of Grubb & Ellis | Las Vegas. The property is located at 5900 La
Costa Canyon Court. Reported monthly
rent is $0.53 PSF.

Post your deals at
www.theReDreport.com
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Feature Story | Most Influential Nevadans
Continued from page 15
the accomplishment Billy Vassiliadis is most
proud of. It’s a lasting impression he’s made
on Nevada and he shares it wholeheartedly
with “an awful lot of smart, talented people
doing smart, talented research” at R&R Partners. Vassiliadis has worked as a lobbyist with
the Nevada Legislature, representing gaming as well as health care providers, mining,
homebuilders – the Nevada array – and R&R
Partners has worked with the Las Vegas Convention & Visitors Authority for several years.
What keeps Vassiliadis working for Nevada? “For a long time Nevada has been a
canvas on which anybody could paint their
own dreams, chalk full of opportunity. For
someone coming from where I come from
[Chicago], that is a more hierarchal place,
where you pay your dues and go through your
paces.  Nevada is a place where anybody willing to work hard and invest themselves can get
ahead. It gave folks like me who didn’t have
the benefits of personal or family wealth or
connections, the opportunity to go forward by

my wiles and skills. That’s why Nevada stands
apart for me and I think why it has stood apart
for many people for many, many years.”

Dana White
President, UFC
How did Nevada become headquarters for
the mixed martial arts organization Ultimate
Fighting Championship? Because Nevada
is home to Dana White, one of Time Magazine’s 100 most influential people in the world,
who’s working to create a sport at the same
time he brings events and money into Las Vegas’ economy.
White’s childhood friends Lorenzo and
Frank Fertitta purchased the struggling UFC
organization in 2001 and named White president. White had been involved in organized
fighting all his life, was representing and managing mixed martial arts fighters, owned and
managed gyms and was just heading into the
promotional side of fighting at that time.

“Your Office Needs in a Squeeze”

702.260.6650
www.tangerinelv.com

Office
Supplies
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• HP/Xerox Dealer • Next Day Delivery
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UFC has spread throughout the UK, Germany, Australia and of course the U.S., and
White, who moved to Nevada in the third
grade and had moved to Boston as an adult,
moved back to Las Vegas to run UFC.
“I love Las Vegas. I travel all over the world
and I’ve seen lots of other places, but everything is open here, you can do anything 24
hours a day and there’s lots of energy and
young money. People can come from anywhere and make it big here and you don’t get
that feeling in New York or Boston, that young
people can make good money.”

Stephen A. Wynn
CEO, Wynn Resorts, Ltd.
One of the best known resort owners in the
world, Steve Wynn worked his way up in Nevada’s gaming industry.  He started in 1967,
wearing the hats of part owner, slot manager
and assistant credit manager for the Frontier
Hotel. Over the years Wynn worked in an imports business, and finally, through a real estate transaction with Howard Hughes in 1971,
was able to buy the Golden Nugget Casino.  
From his start with the Golden Nugget
Wynn moved on to build the Golden Nugget
Hotel & Casino, a 506-room Atlantic City
boardwalk hotel and following the sale of
that property, he went on to develop the Mirage in Las Vegas, which opened in late 1989.
Treasure Island followed, a Southern Nevada
theme resort complete with battleships and
pirates. Five years later Wynn opened the
Bellagio, followed by the Biloxi, Mississippi,
Beau Rivage, a Mediterranean theme resort.
In 2000, after the sale of Mirage Resorts, Inc.,
Wynn purchased the Desert Inn Resort and
Casino, redesigning it into Wynn Las Vegas.
At the same time, Wynn Resorts was developing a casino resort in Macau, China.
Wynn’s contributions to Nevada aren’t
solely in the gaming world. His extensive art
collection which includes a Picasso, Vincent
van Gogh’s Peasant Woman Against a Background of Wheat (1890) and works by Renoir,
Manet, Matisse and Gauguin has been shown
around the state and has been on display in
Wynn Las Vegas.
www.NevadaBusiness.com

Cover Story | Education
Continued from page 11
lot of people aren’t even aware of. But on the
other hand, I can be somewhat critical.”
Cooper is comparing Nevada to other
states like Arizona and Utah, which are considerably more invested in education and developing industry clusters of the future.
“You have to play to your strengths. This
‘everyone gets an equal share’ mindset is
hurting us, especially because we aren’t funding adequately as it is,” Cooper said. “Does
it affect our ability to diversify? Yes. Does it
hurt us when companies look to come here?
Yes, we’ve lost out on projects in the past.”
These insights, and his role in creating the
Southern Nevada Medical Industry Coalition, led Nguyen of the University of Phoenix
Southern Nevada to approach Cooper with
his idea to bring higher education leadership
from Southern Nevada together to talk about
the industry’s challenges.
“They wanted all the area’s higher education leaders to come together in a room and
create an agenda for the future,” explained
Cooper, who facilitated the meeting on April
8. “An Education Collaborative: Creating a
Culture of Education in Nevada” convened at
the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce office
with all 15 invitees in attendance, representing public and private institutions in Southern Nevada as well as the NSHE.   “With
several Ph.D.’s in the room, there were a lot
of great ideas floating around,” said Cooper.
One of which involves faculty; while public institutions are making painful faculty
cuts, private institutions are having trouble
coping with rising enrollments. The concept
of sharing faculty was embraced by all.
“We came up with four areas of focus,”
said Cooper. “The first is branding, and educating the public about what we do. The second is doing a better job working with legislators. The third is ramping up their work
with the private sector, to make sure workforce needs are being met. And the fourth
area is forming strategic alliances between
higher education leaders.”
Plans are already on the table for two
more meetings, in May and June, and some
interest was expressed to include the Clark
County School District in the future.

Can Nevada Make the Grade?
From crisis springs opportunity. In March,
Governor Gibbons signed the Blue Ribbon
Education Reform Task Force into action, cochaired by Klaich and entrepreneur Elaine
Wynn. Their tasks include examining the connection between higher education and economic diversification efforts, improving educational
standards and reporting findings to the 2011
Legislature, which will face the enormous task
of filling a hole of roughly $3 billion.
But on the positive side, impressive work
is coming out of Nevada at all levels. For example, Truckee Meadows Community College’s dental hygiene program ranks 3rd in the
nation; UNR has produced six Pulitzer Prizewinners from its journalism school, which recently received a Donald W. Reynolds Foundation endowment; and UNLV’s partnership
with the Brookings Institute, a Washingtonbased think tank, is the only one of its kind in
the country.
“There are success stories every day. So despite all the negatives, I remain bullish about

the future,” said Klaich. “I think we have to
take advantage of this economy, and look at
our systems to make sure we’re being efficient. When we are, I think we’ll gain credibility with citizens. As we produce more quality
graduates, everyone will see the impact it has
on diversifying our economy, and I think over
time we’ll see our budgets restored.”

“Last month 4,300 Nevadans lost
their jobs and Senator Harry Reid’s
response was hopping on a bus where
he begged for help so he could keep
his own job. With an unemployment
rate now at 13.4 percent the fact
is, Harry Reid would lose today –
and any other assertion is flat out
false – because Nevadans want a
senator who will create jobs for them.”
Jahan Wilcox, Republican National
Committee Spokesman.
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Hospitals

*Ranked by Number of Licensed Beds.

RANK

Phone
Website

Company Address

1

Renown Regional Medical Center

2

Sunrise Hospital & Medical Center
& Sunrise Children’s Hospital

3

University Medical Center
of Southern Nevada

4

Summerlin Hospital Medical Center

5

Valley Hospital Medical Center

6

Saint Mary’s Regional Medical Center

7

Southern Nevada Adult
Mental Health Hospital

8

Physicians Hospital Type
Licensed Beds* Employees Established

Nevada Executive
Title

renown.org
775.982.4100

946

1013
4455

Non-Profit
1862

Jim Miller
President/CEO

sunrisehospital.com
sunrisechildrenshospital.com
702.731.8000 & 702.731.KIDS

700

1500
2630

For Profit
1958

Sylvia J. Young
CEO

umcsn.com
702.383.2000

541

1400
4000

Non-Profit
1931

Kathleen Silver
CEO

summerlinhospital.org
702.233.7000

454

1400
2500

For Profit
1997

Robert S. Freymuller
CEO / Managing Director

valleyhospital.net
702.388.4000

404

1350
2750

For Profit
1972

Kevin Stockton
CEO / Managing Director

saintmarysreno.com
775.770.3000

364

835
1519

Non-Profit
1908

Michael J. Uboldi
President / CEO

mhds.nv.gov
702.486.6000

289

21
429

State
1972

Mark Stets
Hospital Administrator

Desert Springs Hospital Medical Center

desertspringshospital.com
702.733.8800

286

1200
2200

For Profit
1971

Sam Kaufman
CEO / Managing Director

9

MountainView Hospital

mountainview-hospital.com
702.255.5000

235

1000
2100

For Profit
1996

William Wagnon
CEO

10

Spring Valley Hospital Medical Center

springvalleyhospital.com
702.853.3000

231

1100
1900

For-Profit
2003

Leonard Freehof
CEO / Managing Director

11

St. Rose Dominican Hospitals - Siena Campus

strosehospitals.org
702.616.5000

214

DND
1707

Non-Profit
2000

Rod A. Davis
President / CEO

12

North Vista Hospital

northvistahospital.com
702.649.7711

175

573
1148

For Profit
1959

Vince Variale
CEO

13

Centennial Hills Hospital Medical Center

centennialhillshospital.com
702.835.9700

171

616
1091

For Profit
2008

Sajit Pullarkat
CEO / Managing Director

14

St. Rose Dominican Hospitals San Martín Campus

strosehospitals.org
702.492.8000

147

DND
760

Non-Profit
2006

Vicky VanMeetren
President / CEO

15

St. Rose Dominican Hospitals Rose de Lima Campus

strosehospitals.org
702.564.2622

145

DND
938

Non-Profit
1947

Renato “Val” Baciarelli
President / CEO

16

Carson Tahoe Regional Medical Center

carsontahoe.com
775.445.8000

144

240
1200

Non-Profit
1949

Ed Epperson
President / CEO

17

Southern Hills Hospital

southernhillshospital.com
702.880.2100

139

1000
1500

For Profit
2004

Kimball Anderson
CEO

18

Harmon Medical and Rehabilitation Hospital

fundltc.com
702.794.0100

118

DND
325

For Profit
2003

Bonnie Hillegass
CEO

19

Northern Nevada Medical Center

northernnvmed.com
775.331.7000

100

500
840

For Profit
1983

Mark W. Crawford
CEO

20

West Hills Hospital

psysolutions.com/facilities/westhills
775.323.0478

95

DND
DND

For Profit
1991

Jim Serratt
CEO

1155 Mill Street, Reno, NV 89502

3186 South Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89109
1800 West Charleston Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89102
657 N. Town Center Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89144
620 Shadow Lane, Las Vegas, NV 89106
235 West 6th Street, Reno, NV 89503

6161 West Charleston Boulevard, Las Vegas, NV 89146
2075 East Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV 89119
3100 North Tenaya Way, Las Vegas, NV 89128
5400 South Rainbow Boulevard, Las Vegas, NV 89118
3001 St. Rose Parkway, Henderson, NV 89052

1409 East Lake Mead Boulevard, North Las Vegas, NV 89030
6900 North Durango Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89149

8280 West Warm Springs Road, Las Vegas, NV 89113
102 East Lake Mead Parkway, Henderson, NV 89015
1600 Medical Parkway, Carson City, NV 89703

9300 West Sunset Road, Las Vegas, NV 89148
2170 East Harmon Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89119
2375 East Prater Way, Sparks, NV 89434
1240 East 9th Street, Reno, NV 89512

A more comprehensive listing will be published in Nevada Business Magazine’s annual directory.

www.TopRankNevada.com
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Physician Groups & Clinics
*Ranked by Number of Physicians.

RANK

1

Company
Address

University Health System

2040 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 600,
Las Vegas, NV 89102

Website
Phone

NV
Physicians* Locations
Total Staff Established

Nevada Executive
Title

Specialties

uhsnevada.org
877.847.7497

420
506

21
1980

Ole Thienhaus, MD
Dean, School of Medicine

Virtually All Medical Specialties
Anesthesiology, Cardiology, Endocrinology,
Gastroenterology, Neurology, OB/GYN,
Pediatrics, Rheumatology, Urgent Care

2

Southwest Medical Associates

smalv.com
702.877.5199

180
1050

7
1972

Michael Coleman
CEO, Clinical Operations

3

Healthcare Partners

hcpnv.com
702.871.5005

175
DND

19
1985

Sherif Abdou
President / CEO

4

Renown Urgent Care and Medical Group

renown.org/medicalgroup
775-982-5000

72
300

30
1992

Larry Trilops, Vice President
Stephen Bajo, M.D.,
Medical Director

5

Nevada Health Centers

nvrhc.org
775.887.1590

47
346

31
1997

Thomas G. Chase
CEO

Primary Health Care, OB/GYN,
Mammovan

6

Desert Radiologists

desertradiologists.com
702.759.8600

35
236

5
1966

William P. Moore, II
CEO

7

Comprehensive Cancer Centers of Nevada

cccnevada.com
702.952.3400

28
338

10
1974

James Kilber,
Executive Director

Full Service Diagnostic imaging: Inc’l
Pediatrics, Muscular Skelatal, Neuro
Radiology
Medical Oncology, Hematology, Radiation
Oncology, Pediatric Oncology, Breast
Surgery

8

Steinberg Diagnostic Medical Imaging

sdmi-lv.com
702.732.6000

20
300

5
1988

David L. Steinberg, MD
Managing Partner

Outpatient Diagnostic Imaging: MRI, CT,
Nuclear Medicine, Mammography, PET/CT
Scan, Ultrasound, Fluoroscopy, Dexascan

9

Reno Orthopaedic Clinics

renoortho.com
775.786.3040

17
223

5
1958

Lisa Davis
CEO

10

Nevada Cancer Institute

nevadacancerinstitute.org
702.822.5433

13
305

3
2002

John C. Ruckdeschel, M.D.
CEO

All Orthopaedic Specialties, Total Joint
(Arthoplasty), Arthroscopy, Back & Spine,
Sports Medicine, Trauma, Pediatrics
Thoracic Oncology, Genitourinary Oncology,
Malignant Hematology, Breast Cancer,
Melanoma

2720 North Tenaya Way, Las Vegas, NV 89128
4880 Wynn Road, Las Vegas, NV 89103
Multiple Locations

1802 North Carson Street, Suite 100, Carson City, NV 89701
2020 Palomino Lane, Suite 100, Las Vegas, NV 89106
3730 S. Eastern Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89169

2950 South Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89109
555 North Arlington Avenue, Reno, NV 89503
One Breakthrough Way, Las Vegas, NV 89135

Family Medicine, Internal Medicine,
Pediatrics, OB/GYN
Family and Internal Medicine, OB/GYN,
Medical Acupuncture, Occupational Health,
Radiation Oncology, Plastic Surgery

Health Insurance Companies
*Ranked by Number of Members in Nevada.

RANK

Company
Address

Website
Phone

# of
Members in Employees
Nevada Principal
Nevada* in Nevada Established
Title

Services

1

UnitedHealthcare

uhc.com
702.242.7000

690,000

2700

1977

Donald Giancursio
CEO, Nevada

HMO, PPO, HSA, HRA, Medicare,
Medicaid, Workers Comp

2

Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield

wellpoint.com
702.586.6120

273,314

150

1969

Mike Murphy
President / General
Manager

Health, Dental, Vision, Life, EAP,
and Disability

3

St. Mary’s Health Plans

saintmaryshealthplans.com
775.770.6000

175,000

200

1992

M. Donald Kowitz
President

4

Humana

humana.com
702.837.4401

42,000

50

1961

Todd Ray, Sr Prdts Mkt
Leader / Curt Howell,
Comm Prdts Pres

--

Aetna

aetna.com
702.650.8200

DND

DND

1853

Ronald A Williams
Chairman / CEO

--

CIGNA

cigna.com
800.244.6224

DND

DND

1982

David M. Cordani
President / CEO

2700 North Tenaya Way, Las Vegas, NV 89128
9133 West Russell Road, Las Vegas, NV 89148
1510 Meadow Wood Lane, Reno, NV 89502
770 East Warm Springs Road, Suite 340, Las Vegas, NV 89119
4040 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 240, Las Vegas, NV 89119
900 Cottage Grove Road, Bloomfield, CT 06002

Health, Dental, and Vision
Medicare Advantage Products with
Prescription Drug Plans, Commercial
HMO, Individual Insurance
Medical, Dental, Vision, Medicare,
Disability, Pharmacy, Life, Student,
Pet, Behavioral Health
Medical, Dental, Vision, Accident,
Pharmacy, Behavioral Care, Life,
Disability, International
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INDUSTRIAL
TOTAL MARKET

L as Vegas

Reno

Total Square feet

103,605,329

73,569,209

15,588,046

11,448,723

15.0%

15.6%

0

0

-916,790

-190,364

$0.60

$0.38

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Industrial Summary
First Quarter 2010

Under Construction
Planned

Vacant Square Feet

Las Vegas

The Las Vegas Valley industrial market
continued to struggle with higher vacancies
while average asking rents slid downward in
response to an ongoing supply-demand imbalance.   No new inventory came to market as
current economic conditions have stalled or delayed construction activity for most proposed
projects.
The amount of occupied industrial space
dipped to a level not seen in three years as the
market reported approximately 916,800 square
feet of negative net absorption during the quarter, contributing to the 15.6 million square feet
of vacant space.  The latest figures reflect the
fifth consecutive quarter of negative absorption.  The vacancy rate climbed 0.8 points during the past three months, pushing the vacancy
rate to 15.0 percent.   Compared to the same
quarter of the prior year (Q1 2009), the vacancy
rate increased 4.3 points, or from 10.7 percent
to 15.0 percent.
With no relief in the vacancy rate, average
asking rents continued to trend downward
for the fifth consecutive quarter.  On average,
across the valley and all product types, asking rents of $0.60 per square foot per month
remained down 4.8 percent from the $0.63 witnessed during the previous quarter (Q4 2009)
and 18.9 percent from the $0.74 reported just
one year ago (Q1 2009).
As unsustainable growth levels in Southern
Nevada reported during the 2005 to 2007 timeframe came to an end, the industrial market
followed suit.  Current conditions suggest the
sector has yet to reach the proverbial bottom.
Absorption and pricing continue to fall, which
suggests that pricing levels have not dropped
to the level required to incent incremental demand from within or outside the market.  With
such an extended period of contraction, we’re
likely to see average asking rents remain below
pre-recession levels over an even longer period.
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The industrial real estate market continued a gradual downward slide in the first
quarter of 2010.
The overall vacancy rate and the sublease
vacancy rate continued to inch up, absorption was negative, and there was continued
downward pressure on net effective rental
rates as landlords continue to offer abated
rent, early occupancy, and other leasing incentives to secure new tenants and retain
existing tenants. Competition amongst industrial landlords of all property product
types ranging from office/warehouse flex,
to mid-market, to high-cube properties continues to be fierce. While tenants seeking
new industrial facilities are rare, the most
aggressive, flexible, and responsive landlords are closing deals in this market.
A significant amount of transfer or sale
transactions occurred in Washoe County
this past quarter. The majority of these
were owner/user purchases or successful
debt restructuring and, as a general rule,
values appear to be down about 40% from
the peak of our industrial market in 2006
and 2007.
Industrial investment opportunities remain rare. There has been a slight up-tick
in the REO and bank-owned listings to sell
industrial facilities indicating a higher rate
of default and foreclosure.
Given the vast supply of industrial properties being offered for lease, sublease and
sale, no new speculative construction was
started this past quarter. Underwriting existing construction costs with today’s market lease and sale rates is impossible.
Industrial land sales have been extremely
scarce. Sellers are beginning to adjust their
prices down to the ‘new market’ values. It
is hoped that more land transactions may
happen in the coming quarters.

0
0

66,223,813

37,334,910

9,403,728

7,566,932

14.2%

20.3%

WAREHOUSE/DISTRIBUTION
Total Square Feet

Reno-Sparks

53,000
936,350

Percent Vacant

0

0

-373,097

199,605

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)
Under Construction
Planned

$0.53

$0.31

53,000

0

878,750

0

INDUSTRIAL/LIGHT INDUSTIAL/MANUFACTURING
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

23,133,965

35,965,413

3,364,686

3,833,835

14.5%

10.7%

0

0

-311,611

-383,516

$0.63

$0.51

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

0

0

57,600

0

14,247,551

268,886

2,819,632

47,956

19.8%

17.8%

Under Construction
Planned
R&D/FLEX
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

0

0

-232,082

-6,453

New Construction
Net Absorption

$0.82

$0.67

Under Construction

0

0

Planned

0

0

Average Lease SF/MO (NNN)

Next Month: OFFICE
ABREVIATION KEY
MGFS:
SF/MO:
NNN:

Modified Gross Full-Service
Square Foot Per Month
Net Net Net

Southern Nevada Analysis and statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis, Northern Nevada Analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International Reno
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he US economy continued to expand without adding much in the way of new jobs.
US employment was down by 2.4% over
the last year and essentially unchanged
from the previous month. But, there
are strong indications that the national
economy is primed for employment growth soon.
Productivity, in terms of output per worker, increased
at an annual rate of 5.9% in February. Growth in
productivity has outpaced growth in employment
costs. In fact, output per worker is at historically high
levels, making it very difficult to squeeze more out of
the existing workforce without raising costs more. As
such, businesses must hire to accommodate any new
increases in demand they experience in the coming
months. It won’t be difficult to find new workers: the
unemployment rate in February stood at 9.7%, basically unchanged from January and up significantly
from the 8.1% experienced in February 2009.
We are beginning to see signs of increased consumer spending in the US. For one, auto and truck
sales grew at an annual rate of slightly more than 13%
in February. Still, seasonally adjusted annual sales of
autos and light trucks stood at 10.34 million, down
significantly from pre-recession levels. Retail sales
are also up in the US, growing by 3.5% from the previous year. Finally, housing starts saw modest annual
growth of 0.2%. Taken together, these numbers suggest that consumer demand is growing, albeit modestly.
Unfortunately, Nevada and Clark County have yet
to enjoy many of the benefits from increased consumer spending in the US and growing consumer
confidence. In particular, the employment picture
remains very bleak. The unemployment rate stands
at 13.9% in Clark County and the Nevada unemployment rate hit 13.7%. Nevada’s two main industries—construction and gaming & tourism—have yet
to rebound. Residential and commercial permitting is
flat at a very low level. In February in Clark County, a
scant 484 residential permits were issued. During the
boom years of 2004-2005, it wasn’t unusual to see
more than 4,000 permits issued in a month. Gaming
is doing a bit better: visitor volume is up 2.4% and
1.6% from last year in Clark County and the State of
Nevada, respectively. Still, hotels have offered deep
discounts to attract new visitors, meaning that many
hotel & gaming companies have seen profits drift into
the red.
Perhaps the main problem facing both Clark
County and the State of Nevada is continued decline
in consumer spending. Taxable sales in the state fell
from $3.66 billion in January 2010 to $2.82 billion
in February, a dramatic 23% decline. Clark County
didn’t fare much better, with taxable sales down by
roughly 20% month over month. Gaming revenues
are starting to recover, but only modest month-overmonth improvements have been observed to date.
For example, Clark County gaming revenue grew by
1.5% from January to February of this year, but the
series is still down by 2.2% from 2009 levels. Taken
together, this means that Nevada’s fiscal situation
continues to worsen.
Mary Riddel, PhD
UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research

Nevada

DATE

UNITS

LATEST

PREVIOUS

YEAR AGO

GROWTH
RECENT YEAR AGO

COMMENTS

Employment

2010M2

000 employees

1,117.7

1,107.3

1,171.8

0.9%

-4.6%

Trend Down

Unemployment Rate

2010M2

%, NSA

13.7

13.6

10.5

0.7%

30.5%

Up

Taxable Sales

2010M1

$billion

2.823

3.656

3.071

-22.8%

-8.1%

Sustained Difficulties

Gaming Revenue

2010M1

$million

883.34

859.26

912.73

2.8%

-3.2%

Low Levels

Passengers

2010M2

passengers

3.208

3.366

3.393

-4.7%

-5.4%

Down

Gasoline Sales

2010M1

million gallons

85.09

90.36

89.80

-5.8%

-5.2%

Down

Visitor Volume

2010M1

million visitors

3.607

3.502

3.551

3.0%

1.6%

Up

Employment

2010M2

000 employees

799.7

792.3

850.0

0.9%

-5.9%

Trend Down

Unemployment Rate

2010M2

%, NSA

13.9

13.8

10.3

0.7%

35.0%

Up

Taxable Sales

2010M1

$billion

2.125

2.659

2.318

-20.1%

-8.3%

Sustained Difficulties

Gaming Revenue

2010M1

$million

764.36

753.17

781.67

1.5%

-2.2%

Low Levels

Residential Permits

2010M2

units permitted

484

492

158

-1.6%

206.3%

Up Year Ago

Commercial Permits

2010M2

permits

21

28

31

-25.0%

-32.3%

Down

Passengers

2010M2

million persons

2.911

3.070

3.090

-5.2%

-5.8%

Down

Gasoline Sales

2010M1

million gallons

59.58

62.44

62.98

-4.6%

-5.4%

Down

Visitor Volume

2010M1

million visitors

3.142

3.001

3.067

4.7%

2.4%

Up

Employment *

2010M2

000 employees

188.4

186.8

195.8

0.9%

-3.8%

Trend Down

Unemployment Rate *

2010M2

%, NSA

13.4

13.4

11.2

0.0%

19.6%

Flat Recent

Taxable Sales

2010M1

$billion

0.373

0.517

0.392

-27.9%

-4.8%

Sustained Difficulties

Gaming Revenue

2010M1

$million

60.23

53.42

65.95

12.7%

-8.7%

Low Levels

Residential Permits

2010M2

units permitted

31

40

51

-22.5%

-39.2%

Down

Commercial Permits

2010M2

permits

4

6

15

-33.3%

-73.3%

Down

Passengers

2010M2

million persons

0.295

0.293

0.300

0.5%

-1.7%

Down

Gasoline Sales

2010M1

million gallons

13.26

14.44

14.20

-8.1%

-6.6%

Down

Visitor Volume

2010M1

million visitors

0.294

0.334

0.315

-12.1%

-6.7%

Up

Employment

2010M2

million, SA

129.526

129.562

132.823

-0.0%

-2.5%

Flat Recent

Unemployment Rate

2010M2

%, SA

9.7

9.7

8.1

0.0%

19.8%

Flat Recent

Consumer Price Index

2010M2

82-84=100, NSA

216.7

216.7

212.2

0.0%

2.1%

Flat Recent

Core CPI

2010M2

82-84=100, NSA

220.6

220.1

217.7

0.2%

1.3%

Flat Recent

Employment Cost Index

2009Q4

89.06=100, SA

111.0

110.5

109.6

0.5%

1.3%

Modest Drag

Productivity Index

2009Q4

92=100, SA

153.6

150.9

145.0

1.8%

5.9%

Growth

Retail Sales Growth

2010M2

$billion, SA

355.546

354.339

343.438

0.3%

3.5%

Up

Auto and Truck Sales

2010M2

million, SA

10.34

10.77

9.14

-4.0%

13.1%

Low Levels

Housing Starts

2010M2

million, SA

0.575

0.611

0.574

-5.9%

0.2%

Low Levels

GDP Growth

2009Q4

2000$billion, SAAR

13,149.5

12,973.0

13,141.9

5.4%

0.2%

Up

U.S. Dollar

2010M2

97.01=100

103.748

102.121

111.815

1.6%

-7.2%

Weak

Trade Balance

2010M01

$billion, SA

-37.288

-39.902

-36.901

-6.6%

1.0%

Trend Up

S&P 500

2010M01

monthly close

1,104.49

1,073.87

735.09

2.9%

50.3%

Up

Real Short-Term Rates

2010M2

%, NSA

0.09

-0.28

-0.20

-132.1%

-145.0%

Low Rates

Treasury Yield Spread

2010M2

%, NSA

3.58

3.67

2.57

-2.5%

39.3%

Expansionary

Clark County

Washoe County

United States

*Reflects the Reno-Sparks MSA which includes Washoe and Storey Counties
Note: NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted, SA = Seasonally Adjusted, SAAR=Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates
Sources: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/
Tahoe International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority;
U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.
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The Last Word

People

Did the first quarter of 2010 live up to
your expectations for your business?
“Landry & Associates, Inc.
anticipated the first quarter 2010
to be similar to the challenges we
faced in commercial real estate
in 2009.  While leasing remains
slow, we are excited about being
awarded the new property
management contracts for
Whitney Mesa Phase I Industrial
Park and the Anthem Village
Business Owners Association.”
Marge Landry • President/Broker, Landry & Associates, Inc.

“My expectations were not high;
however, business is getting
better.  Clients are starting to
see improved profitability and
banks are starting to lend again.  
Therefore, my established clients
are able to continue their strategic
planning through mergers and
acquisitions while my startup
clients are able to finance their
dreams.”
Berna L. Rhodes-Ford • Of Counsel, Holand and Hart, LLP

“Yes.  Gordon Silver, because of its
expertise in business and bankruptcy
matters has been in the enviable
position of being able to open a new
Phoenix office and add staff.  I, for
example, joined the firm to manage
and grow the Government Affairs,
Lobbying and Administrative
Practice.”

Shauna M. Hughes, Esq. • Government. Affairs, Lobbying and
Administrative Practice, Gordon Silver
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“Exceeded our expectations.  67
merchants experienced doubledigit sales increases, some of
which generated $1 million
each month, while the center as
a whole saw four consecutive
months of rising sales.  Year
to date foot traffic is up seven
percent, with an average of 61,000
people passing through each day.”
Russ Joyner • Executive Vice President, General Manager, Miracle Mile Shops
at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino

“Yes.  We had contracts in
place by the end of 2009 and a
small staff in place; everyone
pitched in and took care of
our clients’ needs.  Keeping a
positive attitude has proven to be
essential.”

Katrina Bruce • President/Owner, Alternative Management

“My production in the first
quarter of 2010 was close to
double my goals for this period.
The increase was mainly seen in
my residential asset management
portfolio, due to the large number
of investors purchasing foreclosed
and short sale homes. Our fees
continue to be competitive to help
do our part on assisting our clients
in the current economic climate.”
Christopher McGarey, CCIM, CPM • Broker/Salesperson, Prudential, Americana Group
and The McGarey Group

www.NevadaBusiness.com
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Come In — Get the Edge.
–Duy Nguyen, Executive Director,
Las Vegas Asian Chamber of Commerce,
Nevada State Bank customer since 1999

Business Edge is Nevada State Bank’s new suite
of tools designed to make banking simple and easy
to help you focus on what you do best, growing your
business. Seven great essential tools are included everything your business needs to get an edge. All for
one affordable flat monthly fee with no hidden charges.
Sign up now for Business Edge and save up to
$750 in start-up fees. Plus, as a new Business Edge
customer, also you will receive a $75 credit on your
first check order.
Get an edge with Business Edge.
Edge Sign up now at
www.nsbank.com/BusinessEdge, call 866-698-3568
or visit a branch near you.
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